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THE ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

CANTON MISSION

For the year ending August 3tst, J905.

Missionaries.

Canton :—Rev. H. V. Noyes, d.d., and Mrs. Noyrs; Rev. A. A. Fulton,
n.D., and Mrs. Fulton ; Rev. Andrew Beattie, ph.d., and Mrs.
Beattie; Rev. J. J. Boggs, m.a., and Mrs. Boggs, m.d.

;
Rev. A.

J. Fisher and Mrs. Fisher
;
Rev. W. D. Noyes

;
P. J. Todd, m.d.;

Miss M. H. Noyes
;
Miss E. M. Butler ; Miss H. Lewis ; Miss M. W.

Niles, m.d.; Miss M. H. Fulton, m.d.
;
Miss E. A. Churchill;

Miss N. L. Read; Miss L. Durham ;
Miss I. Mack, m.d.

;
Miss M.

Strathie.

Lien Chow :— E. C. Machle, m.d., and Mrs. Machle
; Rev. J. R.

Peale and Mrs. Peale
;
Miss E. Chksnut, m.d.

;
Miss E. G.

Patterson.

Yemix Kong;

:

—Rev. G. W. Marshall and Mrs. Marshall; Rev. C.
F,. Patton

;
W. H. Dobson, m.d

,
and Mrs. Dobson

;
Miss A.

Wilcox.

On Furlough

:

—Dr. J. M. Swan and Mrs. Sayan
;
Rev. R. F. Edwards

and Mrs. Edwards.

The success of last year has repeated itself in this. Our

hearts are again filled with thanksgiving and praise to the

Lord of the harvest, and we enter upon a new year with

rejoicing, and feast our hearts upon the words of the Lord

unto Joshua, “ Have not I commanded thee? Be strong and

of a good courage ; be not affrighted, neither be thou dismayed,

for Jehovah, thy God, is with thee withersoever thou goest. ”

Only once this year have we been called upon to mourn,

and that when the reaper came with his sickle keen and cut

short the life of bright little Howard Machle, beloved child of

Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Machle. The little fellow had spent but

nine short years in our midst, but it was not too short a time

for him to endear himself to all. “Safe in the arms of Jesus,’’

we would not recall him to earth.
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Dr. Andrew Beattie, who was seriously ill for some

months, was obliged to take a health trip, and returned to us

apparently well and ready for another year of heavy work.

Dr E. Chesnut was also quite ill for a few weeks, but was

mercifully spared to continue her work in Lien Chow. These

are the only eases of serious illness to be recorded, and we

rejoice in the restoration of these our co-laborers.

It was w'ith pleasure that we learned of the recovery of

Mr. Marshall (for over two years on a furlough), and that he

and his family will soon be amongst us again. Mrs. Kerr and

Dr. Mary Fulton returned from their furloughs last autumn.

Dr. J. M. Swan and family left on furlough in March, and Mr.

Edwards and family in May.

Five new missionaries have arrived to help to lighten the

burden of some of our already over-worked colleagues : Miss

A. Wilcox for Yeung Kong; Rev. J. R. and Mrs. Peale for

Lien CJiow’ ;
and Dr. Mack and Miss Strathie for the David

Gregg Hospital, Canton. To all these workers we extend a

hearty welcome.

During the year new and extensive buildiug improvements

have been made at the different stations. In Canton the

appearance of the Lafayette compound has completely changed.

The beautiful new building, the Perkins Memorial, is the gift

of Mrs. Charles P. Turner, of Philadelphia. A new hall for the

medical college, the -gift of Mr. E. A. K. Hackett, Ft. Wayne,

Ind., will soon be completed. Two new mission houses were

erected : one for Dr. Mary Fulton and her associates, and one

for Rev. A. A. Fulton and family. Extensive improvements

were made on the Second Church, Canton, giving the enlarged

building a seating capacity of i ,400. A new and very attractive

building has taken the place of the old Third Church at Sz Pai

Lau, the new church having a seating capacity of over 600.

At Shek Lung a comfortable house has been erected for

Rev. A. J. Fisher and family, and the presence of the mission-

aries residing there will greatly strengthen the work.
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At a short distance from the leper village a commodious

building has been erected, providing a home and school rooms

for the untainted children of lepers. At Lien Chow, after long

years of waiting, the Christians of that station were made glad

by the erection and dedication of a fine large church, which

will be a powerful agency in evangelistic work in that region.

In Yeung Kong a ward for women has been completed,

substantially enlarging the hospital to meet growing needs.

Thus added facilities are given to us for the expansion of our

work. Great and effectual doors are flung widely open.

Heavy responsibilities are thrust upon us. We confront

conditions vastly different from those we faced ten years ago.

China’s long sleep is over. The year ending August

31st has been the most fruitful in the history of the Mission.

Not only do the additions on confession (1,564) exceed those of

any previous year, but the organization of new churches and

the steady development of educational and medical agencies

convince us that our methods have been approved, and there-

fore, “ Whereunto we have already attained, let us walk by the

same rule.”
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Work under care of A. A. Fulton.

Since last annual meeting I have given my time chiefly

to the superintending of work in the four districts, and the

oversight of the preaching services in connection with the First

Church, Canton. During the year three churches have been

organized at Yeung Kiu, Tsuug Shu and Yan Ping, and two

new out-stations occupied in the market towns—Tai Kong and

Ping On.

Mr. William Noyes rendered very substantial aid, taking

some of my services during my stay in Canton in connection

with building operations. Miss Durham visited several parts

of the field, holding encouraging meetings and reaching quite

a number of villages seldom visited by any evangelist. All

the twelve churches under my care have received some addi-

tions, but the tabulated resuits are only a part of the efficient

work accomplished.

Tens of thousands have heard the Gospel at the preach-

ing halls, and many thousands of Gospels and tracts have

been sold and distributed, and we need all the foresight and

sagacity and diligence we can command to seize opportunities

and strengthen work already on promising foundations.

Among the churches under my care the First Church,

Canton, is the most important, owing to its location in this

city, and in close proximity to a wealthy and influential

population in the western suburb. The audiences are almost

uniformly large and the Sunday-school well attended. The

Bible class on Sunday morning receives excellent instruction

under the faithful teaching of our elder, Mr. So To-ming. As

yet we have not been able to secure a native preacher suitable

for this field, and we have been greatly helped by Mr. So

Fuk-cho, of the Book Fending Association, Canton, who

preaches twice each month. The church is entirely self-

supporting, and thirty-five members have been added on con-

fession. Not only is a vast population in the city to be
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reached, but large villages are iu close proximity, which this

church, at earliest possible date should reach through Bible

women and colporteurs.

The San Ui Church is second in importance, and was in

my care until September 30U1, at which time Mr. U. Chi-

ting, son of Rev. U. Sik Kau, was installed, and the church

committed to his charge.

The San Ning Church is probably the third in importance

in my field. The building is the best in the four districts, but

like so many others will not seat all the communicants. A strong

work has spread among the women, and the two Bible women
are pressed to take advantage of the work in the villages.

A prosperous school for boys is held iu the large room

provided for that purpose, and is taught by an earnest man, a

graduate of the first degree, whom I baptized three years ago.

The school is chiefly self-supporting. During the year an

excellent site was secured near the church, and a building

for a girls’ school was erected at a cost of about $800. The

money for the lot and building was given by the Chinese,

chiefly from United the States.

Probably the Fourth Church in importance of location is at

Chik Horn. The market is one of the largest in Southern

China, and the villages iu the vicinity are very numerous and

the population exceedingly dense. During the early years of

its existence this church passed through severe trials. Its

few members were scattered by persecution, and the chapel

was looted and passed into the hands of a petty official for a

time. To-day the new building is in a central location, and

Sabbath services are well attended.

These four churches are supported by native Christians,

and draw no support from the Board.

Probably the most fruitful rvork has been in connection

with the Yan Ping Church. Here the members are trying to

secure a new building, but funds are necessary to complete

the work. Iu the October communion thirty-five men and
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women were baptized. The two out-stations—Long Tai and

No Kat—are fruit of work at Van Ping, and at these two out-

stations fifty-eight men were baptized. At Waau Kung village

a house was given for church purposes by a man who was

among the early converts at Yan Ping. I have baptized nearly

ioo men and women in that house, and many adjacent villages

now have some converts. At Yeung Kiu a church was organ-

ized with two elders, and the new building erected last year will

seat 250 members, and is now half filled with communicants.

Separate inquiry rooms are provided for men and women.

At Tsung Shii a church was organized with one elder

and a membership of over 100, and forty-nine men and women

were baptized during the year. This church had its origin

in the mud house of one of the first Christians received at

Chik Horn, and for many years this house was the only place

where the few Christians could meet for worship. At No
Foo we have a church which is a bright light in that town,

and to many surrounding villages. The chapels at Kam U,

Wong Pi, Siu Kong, and Tung Pik owe their existence to

Christian workers converted at No Foo.

*At Wong Pi the church is steadily increasing in power,

and stands first among the churches in the numbers received

on confession of faith this year.

Large numbers of women attend the services, and a special

building was erected by the members for the purpose of

instructing those who are seeking admission to the church.

The church at Kam U has long outgrown its seating capacity,

and the members are trying to secure a new building for both

school and church purposes. During the year forty-one men
and women were baptized.

At Tong Ha the church has received forty-one members

on confession, and the work has spread into Hok Shaan

district, where we have a small chapel given by one family.

The chapel is in the large village of Kiu Hang, and there are

twenty applicants for baptism.
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BURNS’ MEMORIAL CHAPEL AT SHING TONG,

In Dr. A. A. Fulton's care.
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At Cluing Lau we are still holding services in a very

dilapidated shop, but the members are trying hard to get

ground for a new building. The money will be provided for

a fine chapel as soon as ground can be secured.

CHAPELS.

Including the twelve church buildings I have thirty-eight

chapels under my care.

At Ping On, a small market town near Tsung Shu Church,

a lot and excellent building were given to us by some Chris-

tians, and the repairing and furnishing of this building was

undertaken by the young ladies of the Judson Memorial

Society, Central Church, Denver, Col. This Society has also

made provision for the support of the native helper. Scores

of villages, occupied chiefly by the people of a single clan, will

be reached through this chapel.

For long years we have been trying to secure a chapel in

the very important town, Tai Kong, in San Ning district.

At last w?e have succeeded, and with a new shop in possession

we hope soon to begin aggressive work in the many villages

hitherto unvisited by any worker. One man gave $300 towards

securing the new building.

At Shing Tong, in Yan Ping district, a fine chapel was

completed in April, and is the gift of Mr. C. H. Winn, Kansas

City, Mo., and will be known as the Burns’ Memorial Chapel.

The site is valuable, and was given by one man. The
building is finely located on high ground at the west end of

the large market, and is well adapted for both street preaching

and for Sabbath services. Special rooms are provided for

inquirers, and more than 100 women were present at the

dedication service. The membership here is close on 100, and

a church will be organized soon.

Grouped around the twelve churches are twenty-six

chapels, situated chiefly in market towns, and exerting their

influence over many hundreds of villages. Twenty of these
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chapels received fifteen members and over, Wong Pi heading

the list with fifty-six men and women added on confession.

Eight of these out-stations have an average membership of

fifty, and will soon be ready for organization.

SCHOOLS.

Six schools have been under my care. The school at Tile

Hoi is a very large one, having more than sixty pupils, and is

taught by two teachers, one of whom is a graduate of the first

degree, whom I baptized a few j
?ears ago. He is an able man,

and for many years taught at Hongkong, and now receives

a salary of $200, which is paid by the pupils. I pay $100

towards the support of the school until the end of this year,

and after that the school will be entirely self-supporting. On
Sabbath the members of the school frequently attend the

service at San Cheung Fau.

The school at San Ning is also in charge of a graduate of

the first degree, whom I received on confession about three

years ago. The brethren tell me that he is held in the highest

esteem, and the school is very prosperous. Instruction is also

given part of each day by a graduate of our theological

school, who is helping in the work at San Ning. The cost

of the school is about $175 per year, towards which sum I

pay $50.

At Sz Kau I pay $35 towards the teacher’s salary. At

Yeung Lau Paan and at Waau Kung I pay the teachers, who

act in the capacities not only of teachers, but also of preachers on

Sunday and instructors to those seeking to enter the church.

At Waan Kung the membership is nearly 100, and at Yeung

Fau Paan nearly the entire village is Christian. At Tung

Pik the teacher of the school is also the evangelist for that

village, and has done excellent work in adjacent villages.

The time is quite close when the Mission will pay nothing

for schools in the country, and every church will have its own

school and support its own pastor. Several villages are ready
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to pay the salaries of women to teach their daughters, but

teachers cannot be had. The church at No Foo pays its own

teacher, and Kam U, Wong Pi and other churches will have

self-supporting schools next year.

The year has been one of much encouragement, and

confirms my belief that we have passed the day of experiment.

If. I were to outline briefly a line of policy for aggressive

work, I feel quite sure that I would make no mistake in

urging :

—

First. That we occupy market towns and strategic points

as fast as funds and capable native helpers can be secured.

In the second place, that we should organize churches

as fast as suitable elders can be found, and that we strive to

make each church self-supporting at the earliest possible day.

Third. The churches should receive no support for

schools, except for a limited time where they are paying for

the pastor’s support. In the case of unorganized membership

in out-stations financial aid may be given where the school is

the meeting place for Christians, and the teacher acts in the

capacity of instructor to the membership until such time as it

may be wise to organize a church.

The training school at Fa Ti should receive the strongest

financial aid in order that trained men may be fully equipped

to meet the needs of growing churches.

Fourth. We should have immediate aid to help to enlarge

the buildings, or construct new chapels, in places where the old

shops are no longer of sufficient capacity to seat the converts,

and the people are too poor to undertake the entire cost of such

work. This is an imperative, pressing need, and must be met

as one of the most economical and efficient means of bringing

about self-support.

During the year closing August 31st I have received on

confession of faith 758 men and women, and the amount

contributed by the Chinese to all objects is about $4,500, of

which amount $1,500 came from California.
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Report of Andrew Beattie.

It is difficult to put on paper the facts or figures which

will best illustrate the condition and progress of the work

under my care during the past year. It has been a year of

expansion. We have lengthened the cords, and we hope also

strengthened the stakes, of our Zion. Larger numbers have

been gathered in than previously. But these numbers, though

large, are small compared to the hundreds waiting and willing

to hear and believe. In Sunday attendance and in contribu-

tions there is little marked improvement orer last year. Native

and foreigner have so much to do as evangelists that they have

little time to act as pastors. Glorious opportunities abound for

evangelistic work. Many of my helpers have worked hard

and faithfully to meet the demands made upon them. We
wish the church could realize what splendid opportunities to

establish chapels must be neglected because the laborers are

few. The Lord's words in the Gospel of John iv. 35 and

Matt. ix. 38 are true of the fields in the Canton Mission

to-day.

Thirty-one chapels or congregations have been under my
care this past year. These congregations are organized into

six churches. At all the chapels, with three exceptions,

quarterly communion services have been held. The number

of adult baptisms has been 470, and there have been fifty-two

infants baptized. The contributions on the field have been

$3>395- I 5-

The work falls naturally under three heads.

CANTON AND VICINITY.

Canton Third Church .—We occupied our new building

just at the beginning of the year. A wonderful improvement

in the work has taken place in this church. There is seating

capacity for about 600. The church has been well filled
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every Sunday. Eighteen months ago the attendance was often

less than ioo. Now it is seldom less than 500. This large

attendance is due in no small degree to the new church. A
good Christian Endeavor Society has helped to keep the

Christians together. The large attendance at Sunday-school

promises well for the future. In all departments the work of

the year has been very encouraging and prosperous. There

have been thirty-nine baptisms.

During the Easter holiday invitations were sent to most of

the schools and colleges in the ci ty to attend a series of lectures

in the Sz Pai Lau Church (Third Church). These invitations

were eagerly accepted. Six lectures were given on Christianity

and allied subjects. Many of the schools attended in bodies.

At one of the lectures twenty-three schools were represented.

J. Dyer Ball, of Hongkong; Rev. R. H. Graves, D.D.; U. S.

Consul-General Lay ; Rev. O. F. Wisner, D.D., and Rev. Tlios.

Pearce, were the lecturers. The attempt to reach the students

was an innovation. The response was so heart}" and the

opportunity so great that it was a cause of deep regret that

there was not time at our disposal to follow up this work.

Leper Village .—The work for the lepers continues inter-

esting and meets with a good deal of success. This year

twenty-one adults have been baptized. The life in the village is

so demoralizing that the Christians have a difficult life to live.

Most of the Christians have to beg for all they eat and wear.

During the cold weather an appeal was again made for local

contributions to aid the suffering. A hearty response was

made, and over $500 were received. With this we were able to

relieve a great deal of suffering. But a home for weak and

helpless leper Christians is badly needed. The Christian

Endeavor Society is still flourishing and the lepers enjoy the

meetings.

Cheung Pan (ten miles east from Canton).—There is some

improvement over last year. Several are now candidates

for baptism, but none have been received. So many have
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left us for the help of the Catholics that extreme care is

necessary to avoid trouble in the future.

Wang Chi Kong .—The Christians have been regular in

their attendance, and several of them have been active workers

throughout the year. The little chapel belongs to the congre-

gation, but is too small for our work. A Bible woman lives in

a room connected with the chapel, and many women have

heard the Gospel. Thirteen have been baptized.

THE DISTRICT OF SHUN TAK.

The work has made rapid strides in this new field. Six

years ago the district had not a single chapel. Now we have

eleven. It is no exaggeration to say that never in the history

of the Mission have grander opportunities for evangelistic

work presented themselves than we now find in this district.

It is unfortunate that there is no money and few men to take

up the work that lies before us ready and waiting.

Tai Leung.—We have met some opposition here, but

chiefly from unfaithful members who have been expelled from

the church. The assistant has worked faithfully. The can-

didates for church membership have been so many that it has

been difficult to give the needed instruction. All the services

have been well attended. The members at their own expense

fitted up a “Gospel Hospital” on the main street. One of

the members, who is a doctor trained in Western medicine,

dispenses medicine three or four times a week, and the preacher

explains the Gospel to the waiting patients. All the expense

is borne by the members. The salary of the preacher is also

paid by the Tai Leung Church. His salary is $30 and house

rent. This is the largest salary paid in our Mission. It is

gratifying to see the Chinese, of their own accord, paying a good

salary to their minister. For six years this congregation has

paid all its expenses and been self-supporting, with the excep-

tion of a deficit of $100 last year. The new church is now
being built, and we hope to be in it before Christmas. The
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cost, including ground, will be about $7,000, and the Christians

expect to pay all this, with the exception of the $2,000 Mex.

received from Dr. Vanmiys. The number of baptisms has

been sixty-five.

Argoi Tsun .—The members have paid all local expenses

and half of the assistant’s salary from the beginning of the

work in this city. Ngoi Tsun is one of the sixteen villages

which make up Kong Mi. There are about 200 adult males in

the village, and of these over one hundred are Christians. Our

work has been hindered by the opposition of a neighboring

village. The Christians have borne persecution and loss with

patience. The chapel was destroyed by a mob from another

village. We have given up all claim to compensation, in the

hope that the work may be benefited, but we sadty need a

chapel, and the Christians are not able to build just now. The

chapel destroyed was given to the Mission by these Christians.

The girls’ school has increased the attendance of women. In

fact all the village attends chapel services. The baptisms

have been twenty-eight.

Kau Kong .—The work has been interrupted b}7 the leav-

ing of the assistant for Hawaii and by the building of the

chapel. The new chapel wrill be completed in a few weeks,

and will greatly facilitate work in this city of over 100,000.

The new chapel is the gift of some members of the church in

Los Angeles, of which Rev. J. R. Compton is pastor. After

twenty years of effort to enter this city it is gratifying to see

the way being opened up and a wide field given to us. There

have been fourteen baptisms.

Tung Ma Ning .—We are still working in a very undesir-

able chapel. Everything is black and dirty, and repairs are

delayed in the hope of getting a better place. The people are

mostly farmers, and the task of instructing enquirers and Chris-

tians is a difficult one. The Christians have been subject to a

good deal of persecution. The members of this congregation

bought a house in a neighboring village and gave it for a
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chapel
;
but a stranger has taken possession of the house,

and we have not been able to dislodge him. Seventy-three

have been baptized.

Chan Tsun .—The work here has been very encouraging.

Large numbers of enquirers gather regularly to study the Bible.

Seventy-one have been baptized. Our chapel is now too small.

Every Sunday it is crowded. This large city of 100,000 is only

fifteen miles from Canton. Adjoining Chan Tsun is Pik Kong,

probably the richest city in Kwoug Tung. The people have

been opposed to the Gospel. This year a number of young

men from Pik Kong have attended services in Chan Tsun.

Eleven of these have been baptized. The day after they

were baptized they were formally expelled from their clan.

After considerable work and persuasion the clan cancelled

the act of expulsion. Since then one of the members has

presented the Mission with a house and lot valued at four

or five hundred dollars, and we soon expect to open a chapel in

this exclusive city.

Chong Tau .—A member of the Chun Tsun congregation

presented the Mission with a shop for a chapel in this village.

There are thousands of people all about, and many have heard

the Gospel. There are now a dozen Christians in the village,

one of whom was baptized since the chapel was opened.

Kwai Chau is about six miles from Tai Leung, and has a

population of over 100,000. Our work here has been very

encouraging. Fifteen have been baptized. The brethren

have given the chapel and pa>" all their own expenses. In a

year more the work will be completely self-supporting.

Wong Po is a new place. This is the way the work

spreads. A man of Kwai Chau heard the Gospel in Tai Leung,

became converted, and soon opened a chapel in Kwai Chau.

Then a man from Wong Po heard the Gospel in Kwai Chau,

and he in turn opened a chapel in Wong Po. No money or

helper have been available to help these people. They have

provided their own house, and the assistant at Kwai Chau has



KWAT CHAU CHAPEL.
Opened without expense to the Mission.
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visited them weekly. There are nearly 100 in the enquirers’

class. Many of these men asked for baptism six months ago,

but we are keeping them on probation still. This city has a

population of upwards of 60,000, and we have no money to

send them a preacher. There are no baptized men in the place.

And yet they have contributed nearly $400 to provide a place

in which to meet to study the Word of Life.

SHEK LUNG.

Shek Lung is the centre of the new station. The gift of

Dr. Vaunuys made the opening of this station possible. Mr.

and Mrs. Fisher now occupy the field, though the field has

not yet been formally set apart as a station. The station will

embrace part of three districts—Tung Kun, Tsang Shing and

Pok Lo. There are now sixteen chapels or places of meeting

in the field. Mr. Fisher has been associated with me in the

oversight of nine of these chapels. He. has visited all these

chapels and dispensed the ordinances, and in other ways

rendered valuable service. These nine chapels will now pass

under the direct care of Mr. Fisher.

As this field will soon pass from under my care it is not

out of place to mention a few facts concerning the work during

the past five years. In 1899 there were only six chapels in

the field which is now to be called the Shek Lung station.

The seating capacity was about 350 for the six chapels. Only

one of these chapels was owned by the Mission or the Chris-

tians. The others were small rented shops. The total number

of members was 490, and these were organized into three

churches. The total contributions for 1899 was less then $80.

Now the membership is 1,100, organized into four churches.

The contributions last year were $1,475. The number of

baptisms during these years has been 617. There are now

sixteen centres where meetings are held, and the seating

capacity is over 1,600. Seven of these chapels belong to the

Mission. The contributions for the six years have been over
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$1,500. Five years ago the Mission owned property to the

value of $330. The value of the property now owned by the

Mission is about $10,000. Of this amount the Board con-

tributed $1,730. These figures do not include the gift of Dr.

Vannuys. New chapels have been built at Shek Lung, Uk
Ha, Tsang Shing, Liu Po and Tai Tong, while the chapels at

Sam Kong and Sin Sha have been completely rebuilt. The

new station has a bright future before it. Easy of access, and

multitudes of people naturally religious and now very friendly.

The Shek Lung church has five out-stations connected

with it. In Shek Lung the work has received a new impulse

by the presence of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher on the field and again

later by the arrival of Miss Read. The attendance has improved

and the additions have numbered twenty-seven. The Christian

Endeavor Society has done good work. The only hindrance

to the work has been the quarrelling among a few of the

members. The member who has been the cause of the trouble

has been expelled, and there is good cause that peace and

prosperity will now prevail.

At Sam Kong the work has been revived, and our hearts

have been made glad. This has been one of the dead spots

in our work. But new life has come after years of waiting,

working and prayer. Eighteen have been baptized, more than

the number baptized during the past ten years. The assistant

is a faithful worker and beloved by the brethren.

The work at Tsang Shing has been kept back by the

unsuitable chapel and later by building. Now we have a nice

new chapel, the gift of some warm friend in the Presbyterian

Church, Santa Clara, California. Since the opening of the new

chapel early this year there has been a revival of interest, and

many are studying the Gospel. In many places a new church,

comfortable and airy, has proved our best evangelist. The
baptisms have numbered fifteen.

Ching Kwo has had a quiet year. We have held our own,

but little more. The chief difficulty has been working at Kak
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Ka field with Cantonese helpers. A change must be made

before we can look for success. The members have attended

quite regularly, but there have not been many to join the

enquirers’ class. Seven have been baptized.

Uk Ha has not made the progress that we looked for.

The members are mostly farmers, and the attendance has not

been good. Yet ten men have confessed their faith in Christ

and united with the church. The chapel at this place was

built by the members. An old temple was torn down and a

chapel built out of the material.

The Liu Po Church .—This church has no out-stations.

The attendance has generally been good. Towards the close

of the year it became necessary to suspend one of the elders.

His life has been the chief hindrance in our work. Since his

dismissal he continues to disturb the work. Notwithstanding

this trouble the work has been fairly prosperous and the out-

look is still promising. This is a good field for hard work.

Thirteen have been baptized.

The Yeung Mui Church .—There are now five chapels

connected with this church—Tai Tong, Yau Ku Ling, San

Wai, Wang Kong and Yeung Mui. There has been nothing

special to mark the work during the year. The field is largely

among the hills and the people are of the poorer class. The

work moves forward but slowly. Little street preaching is

done in any of the chapels. Most of the work is done by

visiting in the homes, and in the Bible class at night. Wang
Kong was opened this year. Some Christians gave the build-

ing and most of the money for repairs. The baptisms have

numbered sixteen.

The Tai Fan Church .—This church has four chapels.

Tai Fan still suffers because of the small chapel. We looked

forward to the building of a new chapel last year, but were

disappointed. The work will not be a success until we have

better facilities for meeting. The village is large and the

people friendly, and there is room for a splendid work. Sin
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Sha has suffered from lack of attention. The assistant was

sick during the first half of the year, and finally was obliged to

give up work. He had finished his course in the Seminary

only a few months before. It was a disappointment to us and

an injury to the work. The young man was bright and

earnest. Another bright man is now in the chapel, and the

outlook is promising.

Tung Kun City .—This chapel is a feeder for other

chapels. It is badly located for city work and too small. But

a large number hear the Gospel in this chapel, and it is an

important centre.

We are still without a chapel at To Kau. The brethren

have given land upon which to build, but we have not the

necessary funds to build. The brethren attend the Tung Kun
and Tai Fan chapels. This city of 30,000 is without a chapel.

A good harvest awaits us just as soon as we are ready to go

forward and reap. The total additions to the Tai Fan Church

have been twenty-three.

Such is the record of these chapels. The year has been

characterized by earnest work and expansion along all lines.

Where there has been marked success the assistants in charge

deserve the credit. Where there has been failure or lack of

interest, it has been found that the helpers have not thrown

themselves heartily into the work. But on the whole the

assistants have done well. Many of them work under very

trying circumstances and receive very little sympathy in their

work, and the financial 'support is small indeed. But what

stands out prominently before us in this field is the “open

door.”

To the friends who have helped in this work I desire to

extend to them my best thanks. It is no small matter to have

some warm-hearted Christian friends with us in heart and

mind in this work. The men and boys of the South Street

Presbyterian Church, Morristown, N. J., have continued their
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interest. Mr. H. J. Alderman, with other friends in the Santa

Clara, Cal. Presbyterian Church, have built another church

this year. Rev. J. C. Compton, of Los Angeles, and friends iu

his congregation, have given us a church at Kau Kong. Rev.

Dr. Vannuys has assisted in securing a church at Tai Leung,

to be known as the Vannuys’ Memorial Church. The Sea and

Land Church, N. Y.
,
has remembered us again. To all who

have assisted in any way we return hearty thanks and ask

for a continuance of their interest.

SCHOOLS.

I have had four boys’ schools and one girls’ school under

my care. The school at Yeung Mui has been well conducted

and has been a help in our work. The Shek Lung boys’

school and the girls’ school have been poor indeed.

The Sz Pai Lau English school has done splendid work.

I have been unable to do much teaching in the school. Miss

Burlingame has had charge and has given all her time to it.

The enrollment has been over sixty. The boys attend a Bible

class on Sunday and the preaching service. One young man,

the son of an official, has been baptized. Several others are

Christians and will be baptized ere long. Miss Churchill has

given several hours each week to the school.

HOME FOR UNTAINTED CHILDREN.

The home for untainted children of lepers was opened on

the 6th May. The building was filled with Chinese and

foreigners. The formal opening was by Consul-General Lay,

who delivered an interesting address. Other addresses were

delivered by Dr. Simmons, Dr. A. A. Fulton and Chi Iu-ting.

There are now ten children in the Home—six boys and four

girls. The building, including furnishings, cost over $5,000.

The Board makes no appropriation for the Home or for the leper

work. All our needs are met by private contributions. The

Leper Mission in Edinburgh helps each year with a liberal
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contribution. The ten children in the Home are supported

through the Leper Mission.

It would be impossible to mention all who have aided in

the effort to relieve the lepers. Dr. Andrew H. Woods has

continued his services and given what medical attendance was

necessary.

The support of a child in the Home costs $30 a year and

an adult Christian leper $25. We will gladly supply further

information to any who may wish to help in this work.

ADDITIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DIFFERENT CHAPELS.

CHAPEJ.S. ADDITIONS. CONTRIBUTIONS.

Sz Pai Lau ... ... 39 ... $130.00

Leper Village 21 4.40

Wang Chi Kong 13 11.70

Chan Tsun ... 7i 328.00

Chong Tau ... I 180.00

Tung Ma Ning 73 352-6°

Kau Kong ... 14 75.00

Ngoi Tsun ... 28 ... 75-5°

Wong Po — 345-0°

Tai Leung 65 1,227.80

Kwai Chau ... 15 100.40

Tai Fan 6 558.00

Tung Kuu ... 6 10.50

Sin Sha 12 ... 23-50

Liu Po ... 13 35-oo

Yeung Mui ... 5 1 2.00

Tai Tong 2 11. 00

Yau K11 Ling ... 7 8.00

Wang Kong ... 2 26.00

Sliek Lung ... 27 99-50

Sam Kong ... 19 5-50

Uk Ha ... 10 10.00

Tsang Siting 15 ... 25500
Citing Kwo ... 7 ... 10.70

Schools — ... 810.00

The total number of adult additions to the church for the past year

has been 470, and the total contributions for church purposes, $3,895. 15,

of which $500 were contributed by Chinese in Australia. The total

contributions froui schools have been #810. Contributions for all

purposes, $4, 705. 15.

Chapels, 31. Preachers, 16. Colporteurs, 7. Teachers—Male, 4 ;

Female, 1.
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Report of A. J. Fisher.

The year has been one of varied experiences. The aim

has been to put as much time on the study of the language as

possible. Time for study has been limited by various duties.

Immediately after last Mission meeting the building of the

new Mission residence was begun at Shek Lung. This

required oversight and much care. It was completed in April,

and we have occupied it since the first of May. The house is

surrounded by a wall enclosing about an acre of ground,

spacious enough for another building. The compound is

several minutes away from the city, entirely in the open, away

from the dirt and the noises of the streets. “How quiet it

is here,” has been the remark of nearly every one whom we

have had the pleasure of receiving. All has been very quiet,

and no sign of any trouble has been heard of on account of our

coming here to live. We are welcomed by many and tolerated

by others. In the short time that we have been here many of

the neighboring villages have been visited with the preacher or

elders of the church and the scope of the field better measured,

and its vast possibilities and opportunities have more than ever

confirmed to my mind the wisdom of opening a station here.

On the da}T of the “ house-warming,” although only three

hundred invitations were given out, about twice as many people

found their way into the compound. The opening extended

over two days. A matslied was put up for preaching, and

many heard the word. The officials and gentry all called,

and have at all times shown a very friendly spirit. The first

month of our residence here we had visitors every day. Some

days as many as a hundred men, women and children would

come. The novelty has not yet worn off, and we have visitors

nearly every day, principally women and children. These do

not all come for the Gospel’s sake, but most of them come to

see the foreigners’ ways and things. Our aim is to drop a
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word of truth to all that come, and some we know will fall into

good ground, for “ My word shall not return unto Me void.”

Last fall, during the absence of Dr. Beattie, a trip around

the East River field afforded some rich experiences in getting

acquainted with the work of this section.

In February a trip was made to Lien Chow to attend a

special meeting of Presbytery and the dedication of the

beautiful Lien Chow church. This trip will deepen the

interest and make more real the work of a sister station, and be

able thus to follow them with more earnest prayer.

Second Church ,
Canton .—Being without a pastor by action

of Presbytery I was appointed moderator of the session, but on

account of distance and various conflicting duties I was unable

to be present at all the meetings. We owe thanks to Rev.

J. J. Boggs, Rev. Win. Noyes, and Rev. Geo. McNeur for

filling my place as moderator during my absence. Under the

leadership of Wong Tang Wan and a faithful corps of elders

the church has had a prosperous year.

Added on confession of faith, 75: From hospital, 12; city, 17;
True Light Seminary, 32 ;

boys’ school, 12; blind school, 2.

Infant baptisms, 25.

Contributions, $5,310.

Sunday-school: Men, attendance, 50.

Christian Endeavor Society : Added, 43; contributions, $25.

Fa Ti Theological Seminary and High School.

Rev. H. V. Noyes, D.D.

Rev. J. J. Boggs. Rev. W. D. Noyes.

During the year, as is the case with schools, we have had

the bright side with some shadows. Last autumn one of the

boys in the high school passed away, and then again, in

June, one of the theological students, in whom we had great

expectations, heard the summons to leave his theological

work here for something better above. A short time before
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this student, as is the custom with some, had changed his

name from Earth’s Beautiful Fabric to Everlasting Glory,

little dreaming that in so short a time this would be a realized

change. The funeral was conducted in the Fa Ti Church.

His instructors, as they rose to speak, could not keep back the

tears, for they had a different plan for their friend Chung
Wing-wah. But we realize that God knows best, for He had

a better work to be done than the needy field of the Pun Ui

seemed to have. Rev. Geo. McNeur, with whom this young

man had been associated, spoke some words of comfort and of

cheer to the bereaved relatives and associates gathered there

that morning. We laid our comrade away to rest beside the two

that left us some years since, and together they will rest until the

shadows of earth flee away and “ the dawn of heaven breaks.”

The students went in a body to pay their last respects to the

comrade gone before. The services were all impressive. As

our friend was laid to rest the sun set, and to us it brought

the message, night on earth, but sunrise in heaven. We
miss the one gone, but his spirit of earnest consecration and

desire to work while it was day, remain with us to help us in

our daily work. Beside the two who left us this year there

were a number of cases of serious illness, but we are happy to

record that they all recovered and are back again at work in

September of this year.

The number of students is about the same as our record

year (last year). In addition to this fact we are glad to report

that the spirit of the students has greatly improved
;
there

seems to be a deeper interest taken in the studies and more

diligence in the preparation of their work. This is most

noticeable in physical culture. Two years ago, when it was

reintroduced, there seemed to be the desire on the part of the

students to slight the work. Now they take an interest, and

there is a marked change for the better in the health and

general appearance of the school. There are two squads that

get out every morning at seven—one consisting of the lower
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department of the high school, the other consists of the upper

department of the high school and the regular theological

students.

We are pleased to note that the student body consists

of more larger boys and proportionally less smaller ones.

This gives us a better chance to do good substantial work.

This, coupled with the foregoing fact of better interest, gives

us great encouragement. The curriculum is the same as

last year.

In regard to the Christian life of the students, we see

much to be thankful for. The regular Sunday and mid-week

services have been well attended by the students. These

services have consisted of the regular church services,

including Bible classes, on Sunday. The students carry

on, under their own auspices, regular Y. M. C. A. and C. E.

services every week. These organizations are, in nearly all

respects, similar to those in institutions at home. All the stu-

dents attend these meetings. All expect to do so just as they

expect to attend classes. During the year in review five

students united with the Fa Ti Church. This, while not large,

is encouraging. Of the 112 enrolled early in September and

March of this year sixty-three, or more than half, are professing

Christians
;
eighteen are the sons of Christian parents, but

have not yet united with the church
;
thirty-oue are neither

Christians by profession themselves, nor the sons of church

members. To reach these the fellow-students who are Chris-

tians are doing a good work, and the daily study of the Bible,

as required in the curriculum, is furthering this evangelistic

work

.

Another pleasing feature of this life is manifested in

the Sunday afternoon evangelistic trips of our student body.

At first there was but one little group
;
now two are necessary

to satisfy the zeal of the students. These groups consist of

theological students who go out to give evangelistic talks in

the villages near by. With them go high school students,
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who help by carrying books and by singing, thus serving an

apprenticeship. Market towns are visited on market days and

other villages as opportunities offer. Not long since it was

the pleasure of the writer to go out with one such group. As

we passed along we heard the comment, “They are going

to preach Jesus.” Our students in the school and out are not

ashamed of the Gospel of Christ. In fact many of them seem

proud of the fact.

It is not amiss now, upon the occasion of the twentieth

anniversary of the theological department, to give a brief

summary of those who have been in or have graduated from

this institution. The graduates number forty-five. All who

have completed the course have preached for a longer or a

shorter period. With few exceptions the graduates are doing

good work and are strong men. Those who took but a partial

course make the following showing : Fifty- eight became preach-

ers, fifteen colporteurs, and seventeen, after leaving school,

studied medicine. We see in this summary that by far the

majority became direct agents of evangelism, and the others

fitted themselves for lives of great usefulness.

We desire to commend the untiring helpfulness of our

Chinese colleagues : Mr. Chun, a first degree man, who by

precept and by practice has done excellent work in the theol-

ogical seminary. Mr. Mok, a good Chinese student, has

rendered efficient service, both in the theological seminary

and high school. Messrs. Wong and Mok, both of them

graduates of the theological seminary, have during this

past year done much to make the high school a success.

In fact, as we look over the work done, we see that it would

have been impossible without these efficient men. Nor can

we forget the three members of the senior class of the semi-

nary who have rendered aid in the capacity of tutors. We find

the teaching force this year somewhat adequate to the demands

of teaching, and so the school is in a far better position from

this standpoint than it has been for a number of years.
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We desire to extend our thanks to the New Zealand

Mission as a whole, and to the Revs. Geo. McNeur and Win.

Mawson, for their assistance in Bible work and preaching;

the Revs. A. Alf, H. O. T. Burkwall, and A. J. Fisher, for

their services in preaching to the students
; also Rev. Li, of

Lien Chow, and Preacher Li, of Van Wo, for like services.

There seems to be an erroneous idea in the minds of some

at home that this institution is a boys’ school, in the sense

of a small boys' school. This is hardly correct, as can be easily

verified by the fact that branches up to trigonometry in

mathematics, and physics and chemistry in the line of science,

church history, apologetics and other lines of theological

study are taught. Moreover, the ages of our students in the

main run from seventeen in the high school to twenty-five

in the regular seminary course, so compare with the ages of

college and seminary men at home.

In conclusion, we desire to express our gratitude to God
for His goodness to us in giving us so successful a year. In

His strength we look for even greater things in the advance-

ment of Christian life and effort in the institution, whose aim

is to glorify God and to save men.

THE FA TI CHURCH.

This church is in close connection with the institution

in the same place
;

in fact it is the college church. As its

membership is a constantly changing one, owing to the fact

of its being composed in great part of students, the church is

not large in point of numbers. During the year there has been

a quiet steady growth. Of the eight members received five

were students
; two received were women from the neighbor-

hood. The w'ork among the women is very encouraging, as

seen from the large attendance on Sunday services, and the

meetings on Sunday in connection with these services. Our

Bible school is larger than our membership owing to the

student body, all of whom attend, and the women who come
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in and are instructed by Mrs. Noyes and Mrs. Boggs. The

number of men from the neighborhood at services seems to be

greater. The church building is well filled every Sunday.

For the statistics of the church see the table of churches,

where all are tabulated.

STATISTICS OF THE FA TI CHURCH, 1904-1905.

Elders ... 2

Added on examination—men 6, women 2 ... 8

Added on certificate 2

Deceased ... 1

Whole number ... ... 106

Adults baptized 8

Infants baptized ... ... 3

Sabba:h school members ... 150

Contributions ...$54.00

True Light Seminary.

Miss H. Noyes.
Miss E. M. Butler. Miss H. Lewis.

Another year has been added to the history of the True

Light Seminary. We look back over the months with feelings

of thankfulness for the many blessings which they have

brought, and rejoice that there are indications of steady pro-

gress in so many different lines. There has been an enroll-

ment of 224 pupils : forty in the advanced department, sixty-

six intermediate, fifty-eight primary and sixty women. This

means overcrowded school-rooms and dormitories.

We hope soon to have the enlarged accommodations for

the Seminary which have been so long desired, and are so

greatly needed, and so imperatively demanded by the increased

desire of so many Chinese parents for the education of their

daughters. It is generally understood that the progressive

young Chinese man will no longer be satisfied to marry an

uneducated girl, nor one whose feet have been crippled by the

old-time cruel custom of foot-binding. This practice is fast

becoming obsolete, and more especially with those who have
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come in contact with the enlightening influences of Chris-

tianity. Of the students in the Seminary only three girls have

bound feet, and all the women whose feet were bound years

ago, with two exceptions, have now unbound them. The

teacher of one of the day-schools said recently that while a

few years since of forty scholars only two or three would have

feet the natural size, now of the same number only two or

three have bound feet. Although the enrollment has been so

large we have been obliged to refuse admission to many

applicants and adhere more rigidly than ever before to the

rule to receive only those who are over twelve years of age,

even when there have seemed good reasons for making excep-

tions. It was formerly a very difficult matter to secure the

prompt return of the pupils after a vacation, but all this is

changed, and the fear that there will be no place left for the

tardy ones proves a strong incentive to promptness as shown

the first day of the last term when one hundred and thirty

“ ate rice ” at the evening meal.

From time to time we have cheering items of interest

from former pupils, as when one day a woman came in who

was a student eighteen years ago, and since her marriage has

lived in a far distant town. She told us that during all these

years she has prayed daily that Jesus would bring her back

to the school, and when at last she found herself at the door

of the Seminary before entering she thanked Him for answer-

ing her prayers. A friend whom she brought with her she

had carefully taught, as well as others of her neighbors and

relatives. Another woman came one day to the Seminary

with a basket containing various articles which she was

selling, and we found that ten years ago she had left the

Seminary and is now supporting herself in this way. She

also buys Christian books, and sells or gives them to her

customers. Among the signs of the times may be mentioned

the fact that two of our girls, whose homes are not far from

Canton, report that in the locality where they live a number of
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schools have been opened for teaching English. This is

significant when taken in connection with the fact that their

native village is one of ninety-six that several years ago

banded together and pledged themselves to kill any person

who brought a foreigner to any one of the villages included

in the league.

For a long time we have felt the need of more light in

the True Light Seminar}-, for although the wires of the Electric

Light Company were stretched along the exterior of two

sides of the building semi-darkness reigned in the interior.

Last year one of the teachers furnished new lamps for the

school-rooms, but while these were an improvement the light

was not all that could be desired. This year, however, the

same teacher offered to give a year’s salary to pay for the

installation of electric lights. The company, in consideration

of the way in which the money was furnished, kindly made

a very generous reduction, thus making the amount given

sufficient to cover the whole expense. When all was com-

pleted and the light turned on in the different rooms, illuminat-

ing all the dark corners, the delight of the teachers and pupils

was only equalled by their amazement. Later, when the

teachers found that the monthly expense of lighting the

building would be increased, they took counsel together and

proposed to make an assessment of ten cents for each pupil to

cover the. additional expense, and this has been done each

month.

In February all had the joy of attending the dedication of

the remodelled edifice of the Second Church. For a long time

the attendance at the Sabbath morning services had been much

too large for the building, but with the seating capacity nearly

doubled there is room for all. A walk or bridge across the

narrow street from the second floor of the Seminary building

with a private entrance now connects it with the auditorium,

and is a very great convenience. The pupils all attend the

Sabbath morning service, and in the afternoon a service of
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song ;
and Thursday evening, by invitation, all except those of

the primary department attend the meetings of the Christian

Endeavor Society of the Second Church, still continuing the

meetings of the True Light Christian Endeavor Society as

usual on Sabbath evenings.

The regular work of the Semiuary has been carried on

much as in former years. More attention than usual has been

given to the teaching of the romanized method of reading and

writing Chinese. Several of the girls have learned to play on

the organ sufficiently well to assist in this way in church

services. Calisthenic drill has been given to all the classes.

During the year ten of the students have commenced

mission work as Bible-women, seven as teachers, one has gone

to receive a nurse’s training in the David Gregg Hospital, and

three have entered the Hackett Medical College. One teacher

from the Seminary corps has gone to teach in her own village

a school which is entirely supported by the Chinese them-

selves, and one from the normal class is teaching the girls’

boarding-school of the London Mission in Hongkong. Of the

graduating class one is still continuing her studies, four are

teaching, and two are studying medicine.

The Sabbath-school in charge of Miss Butler has had an

attendance of 260: from the seminary 180, and eighty from the

school for small boys.

Miss Noyes and Miss Lewis, Hung Sin-shaug and Lau

Sin-shang, gave several lectures at the institute for Bible-

women held in March, and attended by the Bible-women

employed by the different missions.

An institute for teachers was held in September at the

time we usually have the summer school for women from the

country, so it was not possible to have the school this year,

but about fifty women came in to attend communion service

and were faithfully instructed by several Bible-women.

During the year thirty-six from the Seminary united with

the church. Many of the girls received were the baptized
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children of the church. The large majority of the pupils now

are from Christian families and nearly all have Christian

relatives, which was far from being the case in the early days

of the institution. The meetings of the Seminary Missionary

Society have been held regularly, and the Bible-woman em-

ployed by the Society has continued her work during the year.

Two others were employed for a time in selling Christian

books.

The contributions of the different Societies have amounted

to $284.20, distributed as follows:—Missionary Society, $56.85;

Christian Endeavor Society, $27.25 ;
Junior Christian En-

deavor, $4.10; Book Loaning Association, $12.75; pastor’s

salary, $35.00; Sabbath morning offering, $26.25; for new

church, $122.00.

The illness of two of our best teachers, and those who have

been with us longest, Hung Sin-shang and Lau Sin-shang,

caused much anxiety through several months, but we rejoice

now that both have so far recovered that we hope they wull be

able to take up at least part of their work again. We are

indebted to Dr. Niles and Dr. Todd for medical attendance

during the \-ear, and to Dr. Mary H. Fulton for the care of

several students who have been patients in the David Gregg

Hospital
;
also to the Rev. G. H. McNeur, of the New’ Zealand

Presbyterian Mission, who preached the closing sermon the

last Sabbath afternoon before the summer vacation from the

words, “ For Ezra had prepared his heart to seek the law7 of

the Lord, and to do it, and to teach in Israel statutes and

judgments.”

The school at Sai Lung Lei, in charge of Miss Noyes, has

had a full attendance—enrollment, forty-four. The teacher has

been most faithful in her work, as shown in the progress of

the pupils.

The blind woman Chan Oi has continued her work in her

own and adjacent villages, and during the year has brought

several enquirers to unite with the church. She has had the
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great joy of bringing her elder sister, who has been a Christian

many years, but has been prevented from coming to unite

with the church by her husband, who would not allow her

to leave home to come to the city, but finally consented

to permit her to visit her daughter, and she improved her

opportunity to come with her sister and unite with the

church.

Two orphan girls, supported by the orphan fund, are in

school

.

Report of Miss H. Lewis.

In addition to work in the True Light Seminary I have

had charge of four day-schools for girls and chapels for

women. I have visited these schools weekly, hearing the

recitations and examining the classes, then holding service

with the school and with the women who come to see

and hear.

The year is divided into two terms by the Chinese holi-

days, when all have a vacation of a month. I give the

enrollment for the two terms and the average for each. There

is a large proportion of the girls who attend throughout the

year, but also quite a number who, having been in school about

three years, drop out, and their places are filled by younger

sisters or by neighbors. For this reason the enrollment for

the year is larger than the statistics show. Chinese girls

seldom attend day-schools after their engagement.

Name of School. Teacher. Enrollment. Average.

ist term. 2nd term. ist term. 2nd term.

Wing Fuk- - - Mrs. Yrung 27 32 25 29

Pooi San - - - Mrs. Pong 22 25 15 18

Iu Wa Fong - - Mrs. Leung 36 48 24 33

Chan To - - - Mrs. Hoh 31 34 24 25

n6 139 88 105





MISS AU YEUNG
Teacher in the Pui Kei Boys School.
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Report of Miss E. M. Butler.

There has not been any variation in my work during this

year, unless perhaps that in addition to the weekly Bible class

for the Sabbath-school teachers, planning out and drilling the

pupils in rhetorical exercises, giving calisthenic drill, also

taking charge in turn of the regular meetings of the school,

I have, on account of the illness of one of our teachers, had

charge of her classes in the Gospels, Romans and Corinthians,

part of the time.

In the girls’ day-school, located in the western part of the

city and taught by Mrs. Chau, thirty pupils have been in

attendance. The resident Bible-woman has been faithful ill

her work.

Eight}7 pupils have been enrolled in Pui Kei boys’ school,

with an average attendance of seventy-five. The health of the

pupils has been very good. Since the report of last year was

written fifteen Pui Kei boys have united with the church.

Two Bible-women have been doing faithful work in the

hospital wards, and talking to the women who come to the

hospital on dispensing days.

Evangelistic Work amongst Women and Children in

connection with Sz Pai Lau Church.

Miss E. A. Churchill.

Another year of work for the Master, with its attendant

train of shadow and sunshine, of in-the-valley and on the

mountain-top experience, has rolled by
;
and as we review our

work for the year, and feel grateful for what we have been

able to accomplish, how little and insignificant it seems

compared with the great work still remaining undone.
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As we write and think of the large numbers of people

with whom we have come in contact, and of the comparatively

few who have been moved and touched by our message, we
cannot but experience a sinking of heart, but above it all we

hear a voice calling,
“ Say to them that are of a fearful heart,

be strong;” “Stand fast in the faith, quit you like men,

be strong; ” and then it is very blessed to realize that after all

God is with us, and He can use even our weakness to His

glory.

The work has gone on as usual during the year. Seven

day-schools have been under my charge. The enrolled

number of pupils has been much higher than in any previous

year, last year 133 having registered. This year 217.

Of this large number, however, not more than one-half

have been in regular attendance. Many have come in from

mere curiosity and have remained but a short time. Of some

it may be said they merely had their entrance and their exit

;

but all have remained long enough to hear the Gospel.

The meetings in the school-rooms have been well attended

by the women and children in their neighborhoods, and as the

result a number have been persuaded to become Christians.

Over $20 have been collected as fees.

The weekly prayer and Gospel meetings in the chapel

have been continued as usual. The attendance at these meet-

ings continues as previously reported. Our prayer meeting is

a source of strength to us, and those who attend regularly are

the Christians on whom we can always depend.

Visiting in the homes has been continued as heretofore,

and has lost none of its interest. The people gladly hear the

word. Many, a long distance from the chapel, and with bound

feet—young women whom etiquette forbids to walk on the

street—gladly listen to the word of life in their own homes. I

have met a large number of Mohammedan women this year,

especially amongst the Ki Haks. These women are the

hardest to deal with, as they maintain there is no difference
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between our religion and theirs. They say they worship one

God only, and their religion calls them from a life of sin to a

life of holiness. It is hard to make them understand that it is

only through the atonement and merits of Jesus that men and

women can be saved.

More time to devote to this part of the work is what I

very much desire. Numbers of homes are open to me and the

people are very kind.

The Sabbath-school has been a cause for great rejoicing.

Numbers have increased away and beyond our highest expecta-

tions. Last year we reported a general attendance of from

eighty to ninety. This year general attendance is over 300.

After we moved into the new church at Sz Pai Lau the Sabbath-

school went ahead by leaps and bounds. First Sunday started

with about ioo, next 150, and in three months we had gone up

to 300. The attendance at present very seldom falls below

300, and very often goes up to 350, the highest attendance

being 360. With such a large number of young children, to

many of whom discipline is entirely unknown, to keep our

head in equilibrium is a task which some time taxes our

ingenuity to the utmost and requires both prayer and

patience.

Our hearts are filled with thankfulness because we have

the opportunity of speaking the words of life to so large

a number every Sabbath. This is our great opportunity for

seed sowing. As we look into this large number of faces

—young and old—every Sabbath the question, “What shall

the harvest be?’’ conies to us very often. We pray that the

seed sown may bring forth an abundant harvest.

This large number, gathered into the church every Sab-

bath, is largely' the result of our day-schools. Our day-

schools are centres of Christian work, and we make it a point

to invite all who come to the day-school meetings to the

Sunday' services. As the result women and children from

all the school neighborhoods come out to church on Sunday.
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If nothing else resulted from our day-schools this one result,

we think, would more than repay us for the small amount of

money expended in this way.

I would like this year, if possible, to double the number of

my day-schools in the city. What we want at present is

double the number of day-schools and another church. Sz

Pai Lau Church is full, and its congregation cannot be

much further increased. $500 gold per year, out of America’s

millions, would enable me to double the number of my day-

schools. What a pity that it cannot be procured. On some-

body rests the responsibility of hindering this.

My staff of Bible-women has been reduced from six to

four, consequently we cannot report as much work done by

them as in last year. One of these, in the early part of the

year, went to the Second Church, and we were unable to get

another to fill her place. When we come to consider the

appropriations at the beginning of this financial year I found

that for lack of funds another would have to be dropped,

leaving only four. It is a great sorrow to us to be obliged

to drop a worker when such a small amount of money would

pay salary. Instead of receding we ought to be advancing, but

this cannot be done without sufficient funds.

Number of meetings held by myself during the year is as

follows :

—

Sabbath-school 47

Meetings in school-rooms 135

„ „ chapels 80

„ ,, homes ... 60

Total 322

I have also given four hours per week to teaching Eng-

lish in the boys’ school at Sz Pai Lau. The school has been

well attended and has seen its first convert baptized.

Thirteen have been received into the church during the

year—twelve women and one girl. Two of these are Mancliu

women, who heard the Gospel in our school-room. One of
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these lias been very exemplary. Baptized in the early part of

the year, I do not think she has missed more than one Sabbath

service and very few of the week-day services during the

year. She seems to be one of the best types of Christian that

we have. The other—a younger woman—has a hard time to

get along. Her husband is an opium eater, and keeps them

all in extreme poverty. When she first presented herself for

examination for baptism her mother came to the church and

took her away. She came again, however
;
afterwards her

mother withdrew her opposition, and three months later she

was baptized. She has been in the girls’ seminary for a time,

and I hope the way may open for her to earn a living for

herself in the future.

Amongst those baptized the first quarter of the year was

an old woman eighty-four years of age, an inmate of the

Chinese old woman’s home. It was pathetic to see the aged

woman standing leaning on her staff to receive Christian

baptism, while by her side stood a young girl of fourteen, a

pupil from one of our schools.

While we are glad that thirteen have been brought into

the church during the year, we cannot but feel that more

ought to be brought in. One reads of the wonderful revival

in Wales and in other parts, where by hundreds they have

been flocking into the kingdom, and wonders why it is not

so here. A conviction has been growing in my own mind, and

deepening especially of late, that we ourselves were largely to

blame. In this land of looseness and laxity, and moral and

spiritual numbness, where sin is looked upon as a thing of no

consequence, how easy it is for us to lose sight of the exceed-

ing sinfulness of sin and the value of the immortal soul. To

carry out the intimation to preach the word—to be instant in

season and out of season—to reprove, rebuke and exhort, seems

to us not easy to be done here. Perhaps we need to stand

where the apostle stood, when he gave this solemn charge, on the

shores looking across into the future world, in order that our
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vision may be clarified and that we may wake up to the import-

ance of the work we have been called to do. How much we

need the prayers of the home churches for ourselves, as well as

for the heathen amongst whom we labor, that we may be

enthusiastic and earnest, and, above all, faithful and true to

the trust delivered to us.

Report of Mrs. H. V. Noyes.

In looking back over the past Mission year I would grate-

fully record the assurance I feel that the prayers of our friends

in the home land have been answered, for the work under my
care has never seemed more interesting and encouraging.

The daily morning services for women and children, the

Thursday afternoon prayer meeting and Bible-study class,

the boys’ Sunday-school class, and the after-church service for

women, have all been well attended and have afforded precious

seasons of seed-sowing, and with great delight I have watched

its growth in the lives and characters of those under my care.

One of the women, who was taught to read the Bible on these

occasions, is now employed by the Bible Society’s agent as a

helper. Another woman from a village near by, having attended

the church services for four months previous, united with

the church last September. After she had been taught to read

I sent her to the training department for women, and during

this summer vacation employed her to read the Bible and visit

the homes of those going with her as often as possible. One

day, as we sat under a great banyun tree at the entrance of a

village with a number of women grouped about us to see and

hear us, one in the crowd said :
“ Oh, Lie Koo, is that you ?

Why, you were so very ill
;
how did you get well?” “ Yes,” Lie

Koo replied, “ I was indeed very ill, so ill I feared I should die ;

then I heard that Jesus could heal me and I prayed to Him
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very earnestly and He healed me, and now I want to tell other

women about Him.”

Last Christmas the women and children, gathered for our

usual morning service, brought a little offering of money as a

birthday gift for the Saviour. They thought the best way to

give it to Him would be to purchase tracts with the amount

for free distribution that others might learn of Him. The one

unanimously chosen was the little book “ Come to Jesus,” by

the late Dr. Newman Hall, of London, translated by Dr. Ball’s

daughter into Cantonese colloquial. Also, at Christmas time, a

copy of
“ The King’s Highway” and a copy of ‘‘ The Safe Com-

pass,” by the late Richard Newton, D.D., of Philadelphia.

These books, handsomely bound in crimson and gold, were

forwarded through the Chinese Imperial Post to the wife of the

Viceroy.

In the spring one of the older girls united with the church,

and some months later removed with her mother and sister

to Shu Hing, where she will, I feel sure, be of service to the

cause, for she proved herself an earnest Christian while with us.

About three months ago I noticed a bright looking

woman at the daily morning service. She had her son with

her, a lad perhaps ten years old. She was a widow and a

Christian and attended the services regularly for about

three weeks, and I became very much interested in her and

gave her employment, but I learned that her husband had

died a leper and that her son was predisposed to the disease.

I consulted with Dr. Beattie about the lad going to his

beautiful home for children of lepers, and on the necessary

medical examination it was found he could not enter the home
;

the only thing seemed to be that he should go to the leper

village. Poor woman ; she felt she could not be separated from

her son, and the thought came to me that perhaps the Lord was

thus leading her, His servant, to work lor Him among that

unfortunate class. When I spoke to her of my thought that

she could be with her son by being a Bible-reader in the leper
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village, and have a little clean separate home for herself and

her son, she seemed much pleased, and the thought that thus

she might be able to serve the Lord gave her joy. Dr. Beattie

is furnishing her support, and she is now studying under

personal instruction. It is hoped she will be able to enter

upon her duties as Bible-reader in about six months longer

time in the leper village.

During the past year I have had a little school on Fa Ti.

The pupils have studied according to their ages, from the primer

to the New Testament and catechism. Last year I told you the

eldest girl in Po Tai Shui school, having grown to young

womanhood, was married and went with her husband to New
Zealand. We have had most interesting news from them since

then. The last word that came they were in deputation work,

making a tour of the churches in the interest of missions and

raising money for the work in New Zealand and in China.

The letters from them back to her village home have a good

influence over the minds of the people, and she ceases not to

urge them all to become Christians.

The work of house-to-house visitation in Po Tai Shui has

not been without encouragement, although owing to lack of

funds I have been obliged to limit my visits to the place and go

now only once a week, spending more time in the villages

near at hand. Passing up and down the river on the way to

Po Tai Shui I have distributed a great many tracts and books,

and I have noticed with gratitude how pleased the people seem

to get the books and to read them, and how seldom now (com-

pared with former years) our ears are grated and hearts pained

by hearing reviling words, and so we go on “casting bread

upon the waters,” relying ou the sure promises that “after

many days” it shall be found.

Mrs. Ho and Mrs. Ah Mok, the Christian boat women,

have assisted me in the work.

I would like to add to this report that last j^ear I

received from Miss Brewster a gift from her deceased sister,
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Mrs. Munson, of Waterford, N. Y. The gift, although of

a personal nature, and given in memory of pleasant talks

we had together in bygone days, yet it seemed too sacred

to me to be used in any ordinary way. So I am furnishing

with the amount a room to be used exclusively for the after-

church service for women on the Sabbath. Hitherto I have

been obliged to hold these services in a room occupied as a

school-room through the week, and I am glad indeed to be

able now, through the loving thought of my friend, to have a

room worthy of the occasion. It will contain an organ, new

and comfortable seats, chairs and desk, and fresh, new scriptural

illustrations for the walls
;
and I hope also to have a large

picture of Mrs. Munson to adorn the room, so that we may feel

she is always with us, even as in life she was so active in pro-

moting and furthering the cause of the Master.

Report of Mrs. A. A. Fulton.

Home cares and the great distance from the church have

limited my7 work, until it seems quite insignificant and scarce

worth recording.

The return of Dr. Mary Fulton from furlough last October

released me from the care of the Sabbath-school of the First

Church, and the evangelistic work in the David Gregg Hospital.

I have taught a class in Sunday-school, conducted the

woman’s Thursday prayer meeting for the first five months

of the year, and had charge of the two Bible-womeu— L,ok Sz-

nai and Wong I-ku—until they left in March.

The attendance at the woman’s meeting was smaller and

more uncertain than during the corresponding months of

last year.

In February7 I decided to discontinue the meeting until

the Pierson Dispensary should be removed to the new wards

now in course of erection, and in its stead neighborhood
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prayer meetings were held in the homes of the Christians.

Attendances during the year were 534.

In March I was obliged to dispense with the services of

both Bible-women
;

in consequence of this the neighborhood

prayer meetings also had to be discontinued.

While with 11s Lok Sz-nai and Wong I-ku did faithful

work, their visits numbering over a hundred for the seven

months of the last year. While actual results of their work

and of the prayer meeting cannot be tabulated, we do not

believe that all the seed sown fell on poor ground. Our faith

leads us to trust that much of it will spring up and bear fruit.

Report of Mrs. A. J. Fisher.

Little has ever been done for the women of Shek Lung.

Very few attend church in proportion to the men. The girls’

school teacher has visited the homes of the Christians and has

talked to those who would listen to her. The girls’ school is

not what we would like to have it, but we hope by making a

change in teachers, and by closer supervision than I have been

able to give it this year, a fine girls’ day-school may be developed.

Since coming to Shek Lung opportunities have been, we

might say, almost limitless without seeking them. Hundreds

of women and children have come to the house, and we try not

to have any go away without having heard of the love of Christ.

We have been very glad to have had Miss Nellie Read

with us since June. Besides her studies she has gone out in

Shek Lung and the neighboring villages with the Bible-womau

to visit the Christians in their homes, and thus many have

come to hear of the Gospel.

God in His providence .sent to 11s the first of November
“ a ray of the sunshine of heaven." John Elliott has been an

addition to our missionary force by bringing us nearer to the

Chinese whom we try to reach.
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Report of Miss Lucy Durham.

Beginning with October, 1904, just half the time till June,

1905, was spent in the country. My itinerating for the past

year has been planned somewhat differently from formerly.

Seeing that Bible-women did not like to go where they had no

acquaintances, I wished to open new fields through pupils

and friends from America.

Men, grateful for what they had received there, called in

Canton and arranged for visits to their homes, and they proved

to be a great help to me.

For example, I recall a group of villages near San Cheung,

where we met two men converted in America. They introduced

us to several villages and many people, and we were so cor-

dially received that a great work could be done there.

Also in a region ten miles square, where there is no

chapel of any sort, and only a few scattered Christian men, and

not one Christian woman, we visited the home of a man who

maintains here the same steadfastness and ardor that marked

his religious life in San Francisco. We spent four delightful

days in his home, and in despite of heavy rains went to

several villages, and were daily besieged hy women who

wanted to hear the Gospel. We believe several were then

won to Christ.

A Christian teacher had lately opened a school there, and

we encouraged her by cards and lesson helps to start a Sunday-

school class.

The Bible-woman who goes with me will hereafter be

able to visit these places alone or take any friend with her to

help tell the Gospel, and so the work is ever widening.

I had the pleasure of taking Miss Cameron, of our Mission

Home in San Francisco, on a trip to the Sz Yop, where she

saw a young woman formerly in the Home, who has developed

into an earnest worker in her village and a constant attendant
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at the nearest chapel. Her sunny, consistent life was the

means of converting her mother-in-law. It has been a great

pleasure to visit her from time to time to encourage her and

to see her growth.

The year has not been without its incidents. Twice our

passenger boats were chased by river pirates, and bullets came

pounding all over the boats. One splintered a board close to

us, but the men failed to get aboard.

Twice on the same route we had collisions. The side

of our room was knocked flat on us one night, and the

uprights and roof supports were cracked by a steam launch

running up on our narrow deck.

One day we entered a village where a local feud was in

progress, and men were firing from adjacent hills into the

place. Feeling sure the presence of a foreigner would stop

the attack I walked out, carrying a small United States flag.

The attacking party slipped down the farther side of the hills,

and no more shots were fired during the two days of our stay,

and a small boy, captured from my school, was returned after

being kept over night.

SCHOOLS.

The school at distant Kam U was closed, partly because

the boarding department had become too great a burden to the

family who housed it. The school did good work for two

years and sent its larger girls to Canton to study.

Ngoi Tsun school has filled a large place in the village;

the women’s meetings, held three times a week, resulted in

several conversions and attracted women from neighboring

villages.

The scholars are doing very well in their studies.

Eight scholars have joined the church within a year
;
an

unusual record for a day-school. Four others wished to, two

of whom were forbidden by their parents and two boys will

probably be received later.
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BIBLE-WOMEN.

Tsui Sz-nai, at Wang Chi Kong, has been able to extend

her visits to more distant villages, and has brought three

women into the fold. She is most faithful and untiring.

At Tai Fan there is great eagerness to hear the Gospel.

Since Chinese New Year I have had one and sometimes two

women at work there. The region is thickly populated, and

now is the time for seed sowing.

A valuable woman in San Wai, a widow with a little son,

has left us for Lien Chow, where she married a preacher. She

W’as at Ha Lo about six months, and was rapidly winning

a way for the Gospel into women’s hearts. Her evening

school, of sixteen boys and girls, was always closed with Bible

study and prayer. Many women came to the service. They

thought her wonderfully successful in training her son. She

wras indeed an excellent mother as well as a Bible-woman. It

will be hard to fill her place.

At Chili Horn we have a native of the place who is greatly

esteemed by the Christians, and is doing faithful work.

The Bible-woman who itinerates with me has great tact,

and has endeared herself to many families where we have been.

She is steadily improving in her presentation of the Gospel.

We have importunate calls for girls’ schools and Bible-

women, but the workers are too feuT to fill the demand. “ Pray

ye therefore.” Besides the regular Bible-women, I helped one

for a year, who got part of her support from the Christians Heat-

her home. Another, during school vacation, gets only travelling

expenses and food money. She will return to Canton for further

study wdiep the fall term opens. In this way students are set at

work to get some experience on the field. Altogether the work

in schools and by the Bible-women has been very encouraging.

Perhaps the best results from my own efforts have come

from gathering together Christian women for Bible study at

chapels. We have had some precious and heart stirring

meetings, as well as many conversations with seekers for light.
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Report of P. J. Todd, M.D.

The past year has been a busy one, also a pleasant,

encouraging, and, we think, a profitable one. The much-needed

enlargement of the Second Presbyterian Church, which Dr.

Swan spoke of in his last year's report, was completed before

his return to America on furlough the first of March. We
feel that the Chinese deserve great credit for the way they

took hold of the money, raising part for enlarging the church

building. One who at the end of each month receives ten

dollars for her salary gave fifty dollars to the building fund.

One man, who has no money of his own, or a very little, took

a subscription book, and by getting twenty-five cents, fifty

cents, and one dollar subscriptions raised one hundred dollars.

Nearly all of the six thousand dollars which was needed for

the enlargement was supplied by the Chinese. The building

now will seat about fourteen hundred and the room is all

needed. At times, when we have union or special meetings,

the building is not large enough to accommodate the audiences.

The Second Church, in charge of Preacher Wong Tung-

wan the past year, has been very prosperous. The regular

Sabbath services and the mid-week services have been well

attended. We expect to call Mr. Wong Tung-wan as our

pastor, and we hope that he will be ordained by Presbyter this

autumn.

The hospital assistants have mostly been very faithful

this year. Dr. Nei is still with us as house physician. Dr. Ip

Fong-po has work both in the hospital and medical college.

Leung Tao-koo and Lam Pik-yuk are the two lady assistants

in the woman’s department. The two Bible-women under

Miss Butler, the hospital evangelist, Mr. Yeung Iu-lam, and

Colporteur Mr. Cheung Ka, have been laboring earnestly and

energetically among the patients and with good results. A
number of the patients have been received into the church on
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confession of their faith and others have shown great interest,

and we hope that the influence brought to bear on them will

bring results later. Mrs. Fung, the native missionary supported

by the Second Church, spends part of her time among the

patients, but most of it is spent out in the city or among the

patients who live in the country. Mrs. Kerr’s school for girls

and women in the hospital seems to be of especial interest this

year and is doing good work. Another branch of the church

work is the C. E. Society. After the church was enlarged

and the electric lights put in, the men’s C. E. decided that it

would be much better if the C. E. in the True Eight Seminary

and their Society could unite, and after a good deal of

hesitation on the part of the women, they decided to meet

with the men. And now when the schools are in session

it is very inspiring to see three hundred or more of them

gather together in one large meeting, and to me it is quite

impressive to see them get up in turn and give their message.

Morning chapel preaching to out-patients and evening

Bible-classes have been held as formerly.

The statistics for the medical work for the past year are

as follow :

—

OUT-PATIENTS. IN-PATIENTS.

Men ... 20,356 1,192

Women ... 6,538 436

Extraction of teeth

Total number of patients

The medical college which was opened the first of last

September in connection tvith the hospital, under Dr. Ander-

son’s charge, has enrolled twenty-two students.

While we feel that good has been accomplished in the

medical work during the past year, we know that it is not what

it should have been. It takes special effort and personal work

with each patient to accomplish the point we are after, and if

this special effort is made and the personal work is done we

will never fail to have an influence, and we would be the means

SURGICAL
OPERATIONS.

719

634

1,074

27,627
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of bringing more souls to the fold. One or two men do not

have the time to do the personal work which should be done

with such a large number of patients.

We are greatly indebted to Dr. Wright, Dr. Boyd and

Dr. Machle for the valuable assistance and encouragement they

have given us the later part of the year.

Report of Mary H. Fulton, M.D.

The medico-evangelistic work at the Lafayette compound

has reached another birthday of its short life.

Upon mj' return last year I found Dr. Niles had, at great

sacrifice of her work, most carefully and faithfully attended

to mine.

Mrs. Albert Fulton had kindly taken charge of the Bible-

women and the superintendency of the Sabbath-school.

I take this the first opportunity to express publicly my
grateful thanks.

To extend them also to Dr. Harry Boyd for giving instruc-

tion in microscopy to the medical students.

From our staff of teachers, during my absence, one of our

most valuable and delightful instructors, Mr. Richard Noyes,

was called to work in “a building not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens.”

“ All things come to those who wait.” In my case this

has been literally fulfilled. At the David Gregg hospital for

women and children we were much in need of additional room.

To meet this the ‘‘Mary H. Perkins Memorial” is being

built. It, together with the ground on which it stands, is the

munificent gift of Mrs. Clias. P. Turner, of Philadelphia, Pa.

It is a brick structure three storeys high, combining a

maternity ward, nurses’ training school and children’s ward,

and is built around three sides of a square. This leaves an

open court. Kvery room has plenty of air and sunshine.
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The whole is surrounded by verandahs. All who have

seen it pronounce it the finest building that has thus far been

erected in Canton. We were most fortunate in securing the

services of Messrs. Purnell and Paget, architects, kindly recom-

mended by Stoughton and Stoughton, of New York.

The twenty-two beds in the hospital have been occupied by

238 patients.

Owing to kind friends the following beds are free to those

having no money :

—

1. “ The Samuel Fullwood Bed,” from Mrs. Harry Boyd.

2. “ The Fidelis Circle Bed,” from East Liberty Church, Pittsburg, Pa.

3. “ The Lansing Van Schoonhoven.”

4. “ The Harriet Prout Memorial.”

5. “ The Mt. Herrnou Bed. ”

6. “ The Winona Lake Bed.”

7. “ The Langsford Steer Duley Bed.”

Besides the extraction of 1,209 teeth, 195 operations were

performed at the hospital; in the homes, 131—total, 326. In

all, 1
, 535 -

Just here I wish to say, one of the finest dentists in Canton,

Dr. L,au Tsz-wai, has gratuitously given weekly instruction to

the medical classes by doing practical work in the dispensary.

The doctor is a member of the London Mission Church.

In the out-depa^tment w7e have made 373 visits
;
at the

Pierson Dispensary treated 5,289 cases—total, 5,662.

For our services in the homes we received as fees $2,090.00.

The hospital this year has been entirely self-supporting
;

this in the third year of its existence.

It is needless to say all we treated were brought as

thoroughly under Christian influence as it -was in our power

to exert. This, either indirectly by showing kindness in the

treatment of the sick or by direct instruction, appeals, distri-

buting of tracts, Gospels, etc., etc.

Morning and evening worship for all on the compound has

regularly been held
;

also every Saturday a Bible-class for the

Sabbath-school teachers.
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Once a month the C. E. Societies hold a joint meeting,

presided over by Dr. Albert A. Fulton. The meeting started

over two years ago, for all Christian women of all denomina-

tions, still continues. The large meeting is every three mouths.

Our Sabbath-school and church services are well attended.

No outside influence is brought to bear upon them, such as

day-schools. All come of their own accord.

Owing to six Sabbaths on which other meetings occurred

there was no Sabbath-school. For the other forty-six we

had present in the women’s department 6,708 ;
in the men’s

for the fifty-two Sabbaths, 5,148—total, 11,856, making an

average of 24 1.

THE E. A. K. HACKETT MEDICAE COEEEGE FOR WOMEN.

When money was first given for the college the donor did

not wish his name mentioned.

Instead, therefore, of its bearing the above name, it was

called the “ Kwang Tung.” Now, however, I have the privi-

lege of designating it “ The F. A. K. Hackett Medical College

for Women.”
Although only two years old the building is not large

enough for those now studying.

At my own expense I put up three extra rooms, hoping

110 more building would be necessary for at least ten years.

Vain hope ! Room for all I must have, and again I appealed

to Mr. Hackett.

Promptly came a check for the thousands needed. The

new building is nearing completion. It is finely located, and

is a brick structure of three storeys.

On the first floor are dining-hall and reception rooms

;

the second, lecture halls ; on the third, rooms for laboratory

work. The former building will be used for dormitories.

Twenty-seven students at present are pursuing the regular

four years’ course. They are from all denominations, from

country and city, from Hongkong and Hankow.
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On January 21st tliree students were graduated. At that

time Dr. Andrew Woods, of the Canton Christian College, gave

one of the finest addresses ever delivered on such an occasion.

The graduates are in no sense nurses or mere mid-wives.

They are doctors, and as such are earning fine reputations.

I do not hesitate to say, and others will bear the same

testimony, that the clinical advantages are not surpassed at

any other college in the world. When our students leave us,

they not only have the knowledge of medicine as learned from

books, but a thorough practical medical education. Many a

graduate at home has never lanced an abscess. Here they

have presided at cases so difficult that very few doctors in the

home land have even seen such.

To my assistant doctors I owe a deep debt of gratitude for

their untiring skillful services.

The hospital and college buildings now have electric

lighting. It is an extra expense, but also an additional safety.

For this we are indebted to the “Mary Fulton Girls” of

Indianapolis, Iud. They are letting their light shine finely !

THE MRS. CHAS. P. TURNER TRAINING SCHOOL

FOR NURSES.

After weeding carefulty we have had during the year eight

nurses pursuing the two years’ course. One has finished, and

is now in a hospital in Hongkong, where she is giving satis-

faction.

Another finishes this month. The girls are Christians

and have had good preliminary education.

We hope ere long to have enough to supply a constant

demand Now that we have Miss Margaret Strathie, a trained

nurse from home, we may hope to bring the school up to a

high state of efficiency.

During the j-ear, as far as I had time, I translated some

lectures to nurses. These were delivered by Dr. Dob, and

later also by Dr. Daura Dam.
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I also translated about one-third of Osier’s Practice of

Medicine, and delivered the same twice a week to the senior

and third year students in the medical college.

You have heard, probably, of “missionaries living in

luxury.” I never met any ; but I certainly find, after one mob

and thirteen movings, that I am enjoying the luxury of a

missionary home !

This house—three storeys high, though but one room deep

—commands an extensive and inspiring view of green fields,

water and mountains. It is a gift from the Zanesville Presby-

terial Society of Ohio. Our cup runs over as we share our

home with our dearly longed for and now present Dr. Isabella

Mack and Miss Strathie. We are wit.iin a stone’s throw of

our hospital and college. It is only fair, I think, to say the

electric lights were a present from my mother, Mrs. Augusta

D. Fulton.

And now, what more can I say ? Is it not true that all

things come to those who wait ? Yes, if we wait patiently

on the Lord, “ we have all things and abound,” except of

course wTe want more money for more land and more build-

ings; but that is all, unless some one really wants to furnish

our two new wards. We couldn’t very well refuse to let

them 1

At another time and place I wish to speak of what the

friends at home have done, and what they have sent out to the

compound.

Of the thirty-five received into First Church about one-

half were women.

We have been all things to all, and thereby gained some.

To Him, our great Physician, be all the praise.
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Report of Mary W. Niles, M.D.

The year has been far too short for the work to be done.

In October I commenced my work of visiting the women

in our sub-stations. I was just beginning to look into the needs

of the field and trying to plan how they were to be met when

it seemed my duty to go to Lien Chow. Leaving Canton

December 9th I reached there December 14th. January 4th saw

me again in Canton, but we were then nearing Chinese New
Year, and the time was unfavorable for mission work, so that I

only spent a few days in Tai Leung before making my second

trip to Lien Chow. Then it was my pleasure to be present at

the dedication of the beautiful new chapel, to unite in the

solemn services when the young minister was ordained, and join

in the notes of praise for all that God had accomplished through

the faithful labors of our earnest missionaries working in the

midst of sickness, sorrows and perplexities. In the happy faces

of the Christians were seen a revelation of their joyous and

thankful feelings. The remembrance of a visit to Lien Chow
seventeen years previously made the occasion more marked by

the great contrast. These two trips to Lien Chow took fifty-

one days of the year. Happily part of the time could be utilized

in study and translating, and our Sunday anchorage gave

opportunity for presenting the Gospel truth to man}- women.

Visits have been made to most of the sub-stations under

Dr. Beattie’s charge, but they have necessarily been brief and

infrequent. Some chapels have only been visited once, but

others a number of times. The largest gathering of women
was at the new chapel at Tsang Shing on the Sabbath. The
Bible-woman is going into many homes and receiving a cordial

welcome from the women. My trips occupied 85 days. Calls

in the homes, together with meetings held then and in chapels,

have amounted to 112. Besides I have visited the leper chapel

six times and held meetings with the Christian women and
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girls who were being instructed by the blind, lame, leper woman.

A number have finished the primer and are reciting in Mark.

The need of Bible-vvomen ready to take up work in the

difficult places has been painfully apparent. Insufficient funds

has been a perplexing subject and the difficulty of finding

suitable residences most trying. The pressing need for the

women is seen in the Shun Tak district, where so many men
have been received into the church whose families have no

knowledge whatever as to the Gospel. The indifference shown

by some of the church members to the welfare of their families

in this respect is something appalling, and the church, if

not aroused to its privilege, sinks to the level of a club. The

Church Mission and the Rhenish Mission are sending ladies

to work in the San Tak district.

In Kau Kong we visited in the home of one of our gradu-

ates of the medical college, where she had a lucrative practice,

and gave me a welcome, offering every facility for Christian

work in her home. She encouraged women to come to the

chapel as they had not dared to come before. In Lung Shan

a graduate of Dr. Kerr’s medical class, Mrs. Mooi, is employed

by a wealthy benevolent organization to practice in the com-

munity. She has been there for some years and has a wide

and enviable reputation. Here I was entertained most hospit-

ably on several occasions. Dr. Mooi visited with me in a

number of homes, where we had large and attentive audiences.

There were also many who came to the institution to see me.

When in Canton I lectured twice a week to my class in

the woman’s medical college, and in my absence an instructor

has been provided.

I also attended my clinics held once a week in the Pierson

Dispensary until about May ist. Patients have been seen at my
office when this did not interfere with my other work. Part of

the year an assistant has been employed, but often no one has

been at hand to answer calls, and the patients have been sent

elsewhere. Invitations to homes for professional visits, even
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to villages miles away, have been accepted whenever practicable,

and the Gospel has been often presented to large gatherings.

Calls answered ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74

Operations in homes ... ... ... ... ... ... 17

HA FONG TSUEN DISPENSARY.

Number of patients—men ... ... ... ... ... 822

,, ,, ,, women 573

Total 1,395

No record has been kept of the many minor operations

performed. The use of Bible texts on bottles dispensed con-

tinues to be helpful in identification, and we trust gives the

truth to many. One cent has been charged for each patient

who comes for medicine—only a start toward self-support—so

fewer have sought help, but the work has a more substantial

basis. Dr. Boyd has supervised the work.

TRANSLATION.

Two books have been selected for translation, both of

which are much needed at once. One is a manual and the

other a thorough treatise. One-half of the manual has been

roughly translated, and also three chapters of the larger work.

The obstetric practice is more in favor than any other

branch of Western medicine or surgery. Some young men
graduates even have found it the most lucrative. That our

graduates should have nothing but small works, and those

translated some years ago, seems unfair to them and to Western

principles of progress.

School for the Blind.

Dr. Niles. Miss Durham.

The school for the blind has had two new teachers since

the New Year. Two sisters, one in the morning and the other

in the afternoon, take the place of the head teacher, whose

health has required a year’s leave. We miss her faithful

unremitting service, but are very glad of such efficient sub-
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stitutes. The older sister instructs in the use of the abacus, in

geography, Scripture explanations, as well as other branches.

Many visitors have seen the work of the school and been

favorably impressed. The Viceroy sent a deputation twice to

investigate the work of the school, with the idea of opening an

industrial institute and school for blind youth. It created

quite a little excitement in our midst when, June 13th, the

Grain Commissioner called with his followers. Mr. Wong,

assistant in the Sz Pai Lau English school, called and asked

many questions as to what would be required for the opening

ot such a school, whether we could furnish teachers and how

man}r
. Though we have heard nothing as to further plans,

we still hope that the Lord is now working upon the hearts of

the Chinese to let them see that they have a great duty to

their multitudes of blind. We trust also that a stimulus will

be given to our girls in the thought of being useful in prepar-

ing books and teaching. It came to our ears, through a

relative of a blind “singing girl,” that the Viceroy was putting

restraint upon those in that trade and fortune-telliug, and

intended to gather all so employed into a school.

The young lad taught by one of our graduates has united

with the church this year and is developing finely. At

Christmas time he played the organ and read for the people

of his church, much to their admiration. During the long

summer vacation he has been teaching two blind men to read.

Present attendance ... ... ... ... ... ... 32

Number of new pupils received ... ... ... ... 4

,, ,, ,, ,, sent to Hildeshein Mission 4

,, ,, ,, ,, who have united with the church

in 1905 2

,, ,, ,, ,, sent out as Bible-women in 1905 ... X

Knitting has seemed the work the girls could do most

profitably. We keep a separate account, buy materials, and pay

graduates or older pupils wages from the receipts of sales.

Most of the work is order work. At the end of the year there

was a surplus of over $30 to the account.
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The Sunday-school for the women and children in the

Second Presbyterian Church has been carried on as usual since

the completion of the enlargement of the church edifice. One

of the teachers of the school for the blind has superintended.

The average attendance has been about 150. About one-half

have been women and the other half children. The number of

classes has varied, but seven has been the rule.

Report of Mrs. Boggs.

The Fa Ti dispensary has been open as usual during the

year with an increased attendance.

The Bible-women have been faithful in teaching the

patients and the women of the surrounding villages the truths

of the Gospel, not only on dispensarj’ days and on the Sabbath

in the Sunday-school, but also as they come in to listen at

all times and in house-to-house visitation in the villages

around us.

Report of Mrs. J. G. Kerr.

HOSPITAL SCHOOL.

This school has been carried on during the past year

under the care of the teacher who has stood at its head almost

from its organization, and who is so eminently fitted for this

particular work. It has been visited weekly by the missionary

in charge, who returned from her furlough last autumn. In

November the building, which it has so long occupied, was

removed to make room for the enlargement of the Second

Presbyterian Church. Since that time it has been accommo-

dated in one of the rooms of the hospital proper. This is only

a temporary arrangement, however, as we have the promise, at

no distant date, of our loss being replaced by a new building.
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The pupils have been diligent and industrious, and the results

are very satisfactory to those in charge. Eleven of the scholars

have been received into the church, and some of the con-

versions have been of a very unusual character.

One of these was a very fine, intelligent woman, who lived

in the neighborhood. She came day by day, was deeply

interested, and finally decided for Christ.

Her husband was a Roman Catholic, but consented to

her joining a Protestant church. Another who entered the

hospital as a patient had learned when a child to read

characters, so she made rapid progress in the Christian books,

and she was ready to accept the true doctrine at once. Her

grasp upon the truths of the Gospel was truly wonderful, her

faith unquestioning, and she is now a happy Christian.

Although almost helpless from paralysis her face beams with

joy, and she blesses God that she found her way to the place

where she was taught the way of salvation. Her name is one

among the eleven who have been placed upon the church roll

during the past twelve months. A number of others would

have been glad to have confessed Christ had there been an

opportunity to have done so, but the date of the communion

service, and that of the dismissal of the patients, does not

always tally. They are not beyond His watch and care in the

distant homes to which they go, and if their hearts are truly

changed they will not be forgotten when He makes up His

jewels.

THE JOHN G. KERR REFUGE FOR INSANE

has been filled almost to overflowing during nearly the entire

year. When sixty or sixty-five patients are crowded into the

space arranged for fifty it complicates matters considerably ;

but our superintendent, Dr. Boyd, has proved himself equal to

dealing with the various problems that have come before him

for solution, and under his supervision we have had a pros-

perous year. He has been very successful in carrying on the

refuge upon a self-supporting basis. We are happy to say
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all current expenses have been met and we are not in debt.

Through his prompt measures, under the blessing of God, we

escaped an epidemic of small-pox which threatened us in the

early part of the year. The Nam Hoi and chief of police

have formed an acquaintance with the refuge during the past

six months, with the result that they have arranged to send

patients to us at any time, guaranteeing all expenses. Our

crying need is for more room, but we cannot become encum-

bered with debt in order to provide it. There is no doubt but

that there will be provision for this in time ; until then we

must wait.

In regard to the evangelistic work, we are highly favored

in having Suh Sin-shang with us who, although he is so crip-

pled as not to be able to move out of his chair, sits day after

day near our door of entrance, where he sees all who enter

or leave the institution. On Tuesdays and Frida}rs we find

him surrounded by dispensary patieuts, who are blessed in

having such a spiritual leader. During the rest of the week

he is occupied with our visitors.

A record of these, kept for a period of four months, reads

thus :

—

Males. Females.

Relations of the patients ... 1,093 748

Visitors as friends or otherwise ... ... 1,406 680

Total 2,499 1,428

These 2,499 tnen have all had an opportunity to listen to

the Gospel as proclaimed by this faithful worker. This

important and far-reaching work speaks for itself. We need a

woman to reach the women as they come and go. The one

under my care has done what she could, but she is elderly and

has her limitations. We have found more women this year than

ever before who have been in Christian schools when children,

who do not worship idols, have an intellectual knowledge of the

truth, aud only need the enlightening influences of the Holy

Spirit to make them disciples of Christ. We have a class
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composed of our employees and such patients as are able to

belong to it, who study our Christian books and have weekly

recitations. Four of these have become Christians. Two have

been examined for church membership. Two of the employees

in the men’s department have been received into the church

at Fa Ti. Another expected to come before the session at its

next communion, but ere that time was seized with an illness

which proved fatal. Before his death he was baptized by the

Rev. W. Noyes, and we have good reason to hope he has gone

to be with Jesus. A society has been formed here by Dr. Boyd,

called “A Brotherhood of Andrew Philip,” whose object

is to influence and train its members to bring their relatives,

friends, neighbors and acquaintances to a knowledge of

and trust in the Saviour. Meetings are held once a week

regularly, a goodly number of outsiders being present.

There is also a class for Bible study, to which one evening

each week is given. Nor would we forget our Sabbath

morning Bible-class under the care of Rev. A. Alf, of the

American Bible Society.

It is a most interesting gathering, and we feel very grate-

ful to Mr. Alf for this important aid to the religious welfare

of the refuge.

Before closing we would like to refer to a recent visit from

Dr. Smith, of Tientsin, who is in charge of a hospital there.

He brought the good news that a refuge for insane was to be

opened in Peking and another in Shanghai, so the provision

for this most helpless of all helpless classes in this empire is on

the increase.





HOWARD WOOD MACHINE.

Died November 3rd, 1904. Aged 8 years, 11 months.
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LIEN CHOW STATION.

General Report.

The year has brought heavy sorrow to the station in the

loss of Howard Machle. Yet following it are sweet compensa-

tions in the memories of an unspoiled little life safely and

happity closed, and gratitude for the Christian courage that

can sustain a father and mother in the midst of the deepest

grief. That fortitude does more to impress upon those about

us the reality of a hope than years of exhortation.

We trust the future bolds for us more surprises like Mr.

Mitchell’s short visit in the autumn and Dr. Niles later on,

who stayed sufficiently long to be of inestimable cheer and

comfort to all.

The new church, the building of which was a source of

pleasant excitement for so many months, was dedicated March

the first. We were fortunate in having a number of guests,

both foreign and Chinese, to lend enthusiasm to the occasion.

The dedicatory sermon preached by Mr. Edwards was lollowed

by brief addresses from Rev. A. A. Fisher and Rev. A. Alf,

of Canton, and Rev. Wm. Mitchell, of Hunan. A great many
good things were said. These, with the music which followed,

were very inspiring, but still more so were the upturned faces

of the congregation. The well-filled church testified to its

previous need. The new organ given by the Young Ladies’

Bible Class of the 41st St. Church, Chicago, came just in time

to be used for the opening service in our new church and added

to our causes for thankfulness.

The dedication service was followed by a series of meetings,

lasting throughout the ensuing week. A fitting close to all

that had gone before was the communion service on Sunday.

There was present a solemnity which seldom pervades Chinese
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congregations. Tears “rose unbidden” to many eyes when

the school boys sang, in subdued voices, that touching and

beautiful hymn Gethsemane.

While the general meetings were in progress at the church

special services for women were held each day in the new

Memorial Hall. At these Dr. Niles and Miss Read assisted

by word and presence. Only once before had Tien Chow
witnessed the presence of so many foreigners as were here at

the time of the dedication. Their visit will long be remembered

with pleasure and gratitude.

Soon after we had speeded the transient guests, we had

occasion to bid farewell to three of our own number, two of

whom were homeward bound. The native Christians here

have a custom of presenting to each departing missionary a

silken banner, bearing some legend expressive of their good-

will and appreciation.

They had aptly chosen for Mr. and Mrs. Edwards the

phrase, “Gentleness and benevolence difficult to equal.”

In the work of the year which has gone on prosperously

some new beginnings have been made. The first ordination

at Lien Chow took place after the dedication. The first

meeting of Presbytery at Lien Chow was held then, and the

Gospels in Sam Kong colloquial have, for the first time, been

printed and circulated.

EVANGELISTIC.

Churches and Chapels .

Work under the care of Rev. R. F. Edwards for seven

months and Dr. Machle five months. Dr. Machle has been

ably assisted by Rev. Lei Yeung-shang, who was ordained at

the time of the opening exercises of our new church home.

There are but three churches now in connection with

the Lien Chow station, for the two churches in the Hunan
province at Lam Mo and Ka Wo (having a membership of

128 and 22 respectively) have been transferred to the Hunan
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Mission. Our work is now entirely in the Kwong Tung
province, and confined to the three districts watered by the Lien

Chow river and its tributaries. In these mountainous districts

of Lien Chow, Yeung Shan and Ying Tak, there are 472

church members in 76 towns and villages.

Lien Chow District.

In this district, sixty-three miles long bj^ forty-two miles

wide, with over two hundred towns and villages, there are two

churches and three chapels.

Lien Chow .—The church here has a membership of 309,

which meet in three places. It is flourishing, having received

during the year forty-two additions. It also rejoices in its

large new church home with a seating capacity of 700. The

attendance is from two to three hundred. A choir, conducted

by Mrs. Goo, of Honolulu, makes excellent music. In the

heart-life of the members there is slow spiritual growth, and

there is much that they need to make them well developed,

symmetrical Christians.

Tung Pei.—Twenty-five miles north of Lien Chow. This

chapel was opened two years ago, and here seventj'-two

members of the Lien Chow Church meet for services. They

have their own house of worship, which is undergoing repairs.

A part of the money for its purchase was borrowed from the

“ loan fund,” collected in America by Rev. Wong Yuk-shing,

A few of the more spiritual and educated men are being

taught the duties of eldership preparatory to organizing a

church. Tung Sin-shang, the former preacher, has been

discharged for immoral conduct and for using the influence

of the Mission at the yamen to further his own ends.

S/iek Kok .—A small market town eight miles north of Lien

Chow. A chapel was opened four months ago in the house

formerly used for a dispensary. At the first communion

service three of the eleven men, who came before the session,

were received. There are now eight members of the Lien
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Chow Church who worship here. The attendance on Sabbath

services is over thirty. There is preaching there each market

day by Lui Sin-shan, who comes from Tung Pei chapel seventeen

miles away. The Sabbath services are conducted on different

days by Cheung Sz-kai, the hospital preacher
;
Lei Sin-shan,

the medical assistant
;
and Wong Sin-shan, the theological

student.

Sam Kong .—Ten miles from Lien Chow. This church has

a membership of 125. Eleven were added during the year.

There has been a falling off at the church services, and the

Christians do not take the lively interest they should in

speaking a word for their Lord and Master when opportunity

offers. Leung Yat-san Sin-shan has been stationed there, but

he has been sent to Horn Kwong for a number of weeks. Leung

Pin-san, a pupil of the Fa Ti school, will supply his place during

his absence.

Yeung Shan .—This district, eighty-two by seventy miles,

has over 150 villages. I11 fifteen of them live fifty-eight Chris-

tians. There is no church here. The Christians are members

of the Lien Chow and Sam Kong churches.

Chai Hong.—Forty-two Christians meet in a drug shop.

During Dr. Machle’s recent visit there a communion service

was held, at which all the Christians were present. They

leased for a short time a vacant house for worship. They hoped

to extend the lease, or buy it in the near future.

Pak Fu .—Here a few Christians meet in the house of Mrs.

Wong. Dr. Machle, with his assistants, received a kind recep-

tion not long ago. Preaching services were held in the best

room. Many heard the plain Gospel story. Several are pre-

paring themselves to come before the session.

Ying Tak District.

Katig Hau .—One hundred miles below Lien Chow. The

church numbers thirty-eight in its membership, three being

added this year. Very few, if any, of the members meet in this
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lonely place, and very little permanent good can be accom-

plished with one or more resident missionaries at Kang Hau or

Horn Kwong.

Horn Kwong .—This is the centre for our work in this

district. Practically all the Christians meet in the chapel here.

Liu Tak-tseung, the preacher, has been discharged for demand-

ing a fee of each candidate for baptism received into the

church and for meddling in law-suits. With no preacher,

elders or deacons here the members have received but little

spiritual good. Some ruffians have taken possession of the

chapel at night to save inn expenses. As soon as word was

received Leung Yat-san was sent to look into matters and

shepherd the sheep.

STATISTICS.

KANG HAU. SAM KONG. LIEN CHOW.
Elders — 2 4
Deacons — 2 3
Added on examination ... 3 11 49
Added on certificate — — 3
Dismissed or excluded I 3 3
Deceased — 2 9
Total communicants 33 126 297

Adults baptized 3 9 49
Children baptized ... — 2 11

Sunday-school members ... 33 40 120

Contributions — $144.80 $.804.60

Before the session, 133.

Total contributions, $949.40.

133 came before the session at Lien Chow.

BIBLE-TRAINING CLASS FOR WOMEN.

In Mrs. Machle’s charge. During the year there have been

five women in this class. Two have finished reading John and

Mark, with a number of selected hymns and a small catechism.

They have also gone out with their teacher and done practical

work. The other three are still studying John. One of them

is an old lady of over sixty years, who saj’s she is getting

ready for heaven and wants to learn how to talk
;
that it is

very hard to speak good words when one has been accustomed
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for so many years to speaking bad words. These five live at

the Dwight Memorial Hall.

Wong Lai-shi still continues her studies when not itiner-

ating. She taught in the hospital during the absence of the

Bible teacher, Pan I-ku, and has visited many of the surrounding

villages. Her faithful and humble service brings its due reward

in the love of all with whom she comes in contact.

Pan I-ku assisted in the classes at the month of study,

and has been as before very devoted to her work of teaching

the patients.

Leung Sz-nai, formerly in Miss Durham’s charge, be-

came not long since the bride of Leung Sin-shan, who is located

at Sam Kong. She has already begun to display some of the

earnestness that made her such a valued helper in her previous

field of labor.

Wong Wun-ha has spoken personally to 474 women callers

at the Memorial Hall in six months. Besides she has visited

near-by villages and Lien Chow city. No record has been kept

of those spoken to by the Bible students during her absence.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

There are four : two at Lien Chow, one at Sam Kong and

one at Lung Hau. In the new church, one hour before

church services, the men and boys meet to study the interna-

tional lessons. There are several classes taught by Hunauese,

Cantonese and Hakka teachers as the scholars prefer. Dr.

Machle is superintendent. As many women come too early for

church services, they derive some good also from this meeting.

The attendance (excluding women) fluctuates according to the

state of the weather, from 60 to 180.

Sunday School for Women.—Mrs. Machle, superintendent.

Through the generosity of Mrs. Clark, of the Brick Church,

Orange, the hall has been furnished, and the Sunday School

for women and children meets there every Sunday afternoon.

The women of the Sunday School, beside meeting their pledges
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toward the support of a girl in the hoarding-school, presented

two fine cane-seated chairs to the new church at a cost of

eleven dollars. For three months, during Mrs. Machle’s illness,

the Bible-woman, Wong Wun-ha, and Mrs. Goo, one of the

medical students, have conducted the Sunday School. Attend-

ance, 60 to 100.

At Sam Kong the Sunday School is also in the morning

before church services—Dr. Chesnut in charge. The largest

part of the attendance is from the girls’ boarding-school. The

Gospel is studied chapter bj- chapter. The attendance is about

fifty.

Lung Hau .—This Sunday School was organized in May
of the pupils from the Tuug Hau and Wong Pun day-schools,

and any others who might choose to come. The average

attendance has been about fifty. During vacation some of the

boys from the boarding-school have acted as teachers. Miss

Patterson has taken charge a number of times in Dr. Chesnut’

s

absence.

ITINERATION.

Four trips were taken in the Lieu Chow district : three by

Mr. Edwardsand one by Dr. Machle, all to Tung Pei, our most

northern chapel. From three to five days were spent on each

trip. Once on the way, Shek Kok and Sai Ngan were visited,

and the preachers found attentive audiences. The people of

Sai Ngan, where there are two Christians, seemed friendly.

Several houses have been offered for sale or rent. With the

opening of Sai Ngan we will have a chain of four chapels, from

Lien Chow to Tung Pei along the Tung Pei river.

Three visits have been made in the Yeung Shan district to

Pak Fu and Chai Kong: two by Mr. Edwards and one by Dr.

Machle. On the last trip a settlement of Ius, located on a high

mountain side, was entered.

“We hoped they would receive us gladly on account of

services rendered at the hospital. They reluctantly gave us a
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place in which to prepare our noonday meal, but no offers of

food or money could persuade them to keep us over night. As
I had received invitations from these wild people to visit them,

I thought it strange, till I found out, that I was not known
there. They do not go to Lien Chow and barter, but trade

instead at the towns of Pak Fu and Chai Kong. After about

two hours’ stay we thought best to take our departure, hoping

to be better known in the near future.”

There is a very important work to be done among these

aborigines, and we have learned from experience that it can

only be done through educated young Ius.

At Chai Kong Dr. Machle and his companions remained

five dayrs. They visited the Christians in their villages and

homes, in one of which they held communion services. Three

trips were made to the Ying Tak district by Mr. Edwards,

their object being to strengthen the Christians at Horn Kwong
and Kang Hau, dismiss the preacher and hold communion

services. A trip was made by the Bible-vvomau Wong Wuu-
ha, in company' with one of the Bible-training class, to Tung

Pei, where they spent ten days. Out of seventy-two Christians

of Tung Pei and vicinity only three are women. Some good

opportunities offered for telling the Gospel story. A resident

Bible-woman is much needed there.

BIBLE CLASSES.

Men .—The class for men was poorly attended, because

those under instruction were required to pay' a part or all of

their food expenses. The weather too was exceedingly wet

and cold, and some were ill.

The same lines of study as in previous years were partly

gone over. The class was disbanded after two weeks of

study. Morning and evening services were held.

Women .—It was planned to have the class at such a time

that the women might have the privilege of attending the

extra church services subsequent to the dedication of the
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church. About twenty-three women, young and old, were

present. As in previous years they were divided into classes

according to their progress. These classes were taught by

the three Bible teachers—Wong Wun-lia, Pan I-ku and Wong
Lai-shi. Mrs. Edwards also gave them singing lessons and

Miss Patterson instructed them in gymnastics. The recita-

tions were heard and lessons explained by Mrs. Machle and

Mrs. Edwards. Before the classes each day began a devo-

tional service was held with an attendance of from thirty to

fifty. In the evenings talks were given on various Bible

characters, followed by questions as to what had been said.

The main thought that was brought to bear upon the women
in the month of study, as throughout the year, is “ The Bible

our help in our daily lives.”

EDUCATIONAL.

Boys' Boarding-school .— Doctors have a theory that con-

tracted skulls prevent brain expansion. It might be applied

also to narrow school buildings. The attendance has averaged

about thirty, a number of whom are pupils in Mrs. Maehle’s

primary department. An effort is being made now to secure

the lease of another building for the coming year, thus

relieving the crowded condition till Mr. Edwards’ return, as

we hope, with funds for new dormitories. The Chinese

teacher, Ah Yeung Sin-shan, has shown himself thoroughly

interested in the work, and the boys manifest the results of

his teaching. Besides instructing the pupils himself, Mr.

Edwards has availed himself of the help of Dr. Machle and

Miss Patterson in teaching the sciences and music. The

school has been placed in Miss Patterson’s charge till Mr.

Edwards’ return.

Girls' Boarding-school.—The girls’ boarding-school has as

many pupils as it can accommodate, and a number had to be

refused. Thirty is the limit, both for dormitories and school-

room, but most of the term several desks have had to be
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shared, as there are five day pupils. The average attendance

has been thirty-one. Mrs. Machle was too ill to conduct the

examinations at the end of the term, but fortunately Miss

Patterson’s personal teacher was able to do so, and expressed

himself as highly pleased with the result. He was surprised

at the progress made by the girls, all of whom passed a good

examination. Thanks are due to our pastor Lae Yeung-shan

Sin-shan, who has attended to purchasing the necessary food

supply for the school, and to Dr. Chesnut for her care of those

who were sick.

DAY-SCHOOLS.

Ho Tsun .—Shin Sin-shan, teacher. Mrs. Machle in

charge. The average attendance has been twenty-six. The

boys’ work has not been as good as during the previous year,

though three were promoted into the advanced class of the

boarding-school.

Woman's Hospital Day-school for small children. Mrs.

Machle in charge. Liu Cheung-so, teacher. Attendance,

seventeen.

Hong Pzin .—Yeung Sin-shan, teacher. This school was

in the charge of Mr. Edwards till his departure in April, when

it was transferred to Dr. Chesnut. The average attendance has

been fifteen. At a recent examination the class in Matthew

recited twelve chapters with very little hesitation between

clauses. They were also prepared to write from dictation any

of the above and answer any questions as to the meaning. The

teacher got the praise he deserved, and the scholars, what pleased

them better, some gundy and striking “ Kung Tsai Chi.”

Lung Hau.—Dr. Chesnut in charge. Shiu Tui-tsz,

teacher. Enrolled twenty pupils. The attendance, however,

is much interfered with by various circumstances. One small

boy is under the tyranny of a smaller sister who, when she

does not keep him at home, accompanies him to school and

punctuates the recitations with lugubrious howls. In com-
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parison Mary’s lamb would be a boon ! Other impedimenta

to a liberal education are buffaloes and swine, which the boys

are required to watch. Still the boys have improved, and

their cleaner faces, better recitations, show that even a brief

encounter with schooling leaves an impress.

Nat Tain.—Dr. Maclile in charge. Leung Sin-shan,

teacher. This school has an attendance of eight. “ The

teacher is an old stick and unprogressive, but the best that

can be gotten for four dollars silver a month.” The school

was kept open this year for the sake of the children of the

Christians living there. Each pupil pays sixty cents per year.

Dr. Machle examined the pupils several times during the year.

SCHOOL DAY.

This was an experiment, the object of which was to bring

the teachers and scholars in the various schools into social

contact with each other, also to stimulate the indolent by

example to better work. Over 150 pupils were assembled here

at Lien Chow, some of whom had come from villages several

miles distant.

A11 entertainment had been planned, in which each school

had a part, and each school also had a banner bearing the

name of its village.

The older scholars acquitted themselves with credit, but

the audience liked best the kindergarten songs and exercises

of the little children. Mrs. Machle had trained them carefully,

and they did the motions very cleverly. After the entertain-

ment some dubious looking cakes were distributed, which were

quickly despatched by the children, and later the teachers were

entertained by Mrs. Machle.

MEDICAL.

Hospital for Men.

When one believes that “ Christ is lifted up in no way

more powerfully than in acts of healing in the name and for

the sake of truth,” he rejoices in being a medical missionary,
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for he knows that time, labor and funds are not wasted

which are spent on the cleansing of ulcers, the setting of

broken limbs, the lancing of abscesses, the extraction of teeth,

the excision of tumors and other ills, if thereby the doctor

makes strangers friends, and while treating the physical does

not overlook the spiritual part of patients. So the year has

been spent in the hospital, dispensaries and distant chapels,

making the evangelistic go hand in hand with the medical

work.

Evangelistic .—The hospital preacher has conducted both

morning and evening meetings with out-patients, in-patients

and attendants and the hospital staff. The blind colporteur,

who visited the wards and taught the sick individually, has

passed to his reward. A young theological student in his

first year of study has taken his work. Books and tracts are

given to the patients who can read. A number have asked

for other portions of the Scriptures when leaving the hospital,

thus manifesting their interest in “ this new religion.”

Some patients are followed to their homes by an itinerant

preacher. All the paid helpers connected with the hospital

are Christians. Many members of the church, when still

idolators, were patients in the hospital. “ How much the most

of them were influenced for good by what they heard of the

truth and the kindly treatment they received when with us,

we cannot say. Some we know received a saving knowledge

of Christ while patients.”

Hospital.—The main building, with its five private wards,

will have a capacity of at least sixty beds when the proper

alterations are made on that part of the upper floor formerly

used for church services. A pumping apparatus is needed

that will supply the hospital with abundant water more easily

than drawing it from a well or carrying it from the river.

Dispensaries connected with the men’s hospital are two

in number. Both were opened last year at Sliek Kok and

Tien Chow city. Neither one has a great run of patients.
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That at Shek Kok will increase its numbers when Li Sin-shan

becomes better known. It is impossible, too, to keep up the

dispensary attendance when Li Sin-shan’s visits are irregular,

as often happens when the pressure of Work in the hospital

is great.

Medical Classes .—There are two classes—one engaged in

the stud}- of medicine, the other in dentistry. Each class

has got three students. The medical class usually attends

clinics at the hospital from 9 a.m. to 12. The days and hours

for recitations for both classes are such as not to conflict with

the regular native work. Charts illustrating the different

departments of medicine and botany are much needed.

Translation .—A work on dental medicine, b}^ Dr. Gofgas,

of over 500 pages, is ready for publication when the motley is

forthcoming.

Thanks .—We thank those who IiaV'e helped us with their

encouraging words, their prayers and their money. Contri-

butions this year have been mainly from the Chinese. Several

subscription books have been sent out, and nearly two hundred

dollars has been collected for the purchase of medicines. More

is expected. The Chinese Sunday-school in the Arch Street

Presbyterian Church

Out-patients, new...

have remembered us again.

STATISTICS.

f ,606

,, old 3.542

In-patients... 202

Itineration ... 130

Visits in homes 170

Operations ...

Total 5.650

182

Hospital for Women And Children.

During Dr. Chesnut’s absence of several months the work

in the hospital was ably carried on, first by Wong Sz-nai, the

medical student, later by Dr. Machle. Wong Sz-nai is now

completing her course in the Haekett Medical College, Canton.
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The statistics show a decrease in the number of patients from

the previous year. This is because the Sam Kong dispensary

was closed during the greater part of the year. The hospital

has contained more in-patients this spring than ever before at

any one time. The Memorial Ward for Children has had

several small patients, whose friends are not afraid to trust

them to the care of the matron and nurse.

The helpers continue faithful, and all feel a personal

interest in the patients, whom they often help with food or

clothing.

Last autumn two ladies came from Honolulu to study

medicine, i.c., Mrs. Goo and Mrs. Tsii. The)' hope, when

their education is completed, to work among their own

Hakka people. In the meantime they are a great addition to

our circle here and helpful in every department of work.

There are also two pupil nurses.

STATISTICS.

Hospital dispensan old patients 1,647

1 > ) f
new ,, ... 491

Sam Kong ,, old ,, 614

»> »> new ,, 669

In-patients ,, 125

Out-calls ,, 12

Total 3)558

Receipts, students’ fees $40.00

,, patients’ ,, 50.00

Contributions, Mr. and Mrs. Edwards 25.00

Total $115.00
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YEUNG KONG STATION.

Report of Mrs. Dobson.

women’s work.
•

The united blessings of good health on my own part, and

an unusual willingness to hear the Gospel on the part of the

women in our district, have made this an extremely interesting

year in the history of our work among the women. It would

seem as though the women had been testing us and were now

ready to show their approval and their interest in our work.

Furthermore, I am glad to report that it is sincere interest in

our doctrine which they manifest and not a passing attraction

to the foreigner. Fully twice as many women could have

been visited had there been the missionaries and helpers to

do so.

I have had only one Bible-woman to work with me, so

we divided the field, Woo Ong-che taking the country

work and I the women of Yeung Kong city. Slei-kwoo has

not been employed this year. Ong-che has been most faithful

in her labors, walking many miles every week to visit the

different chapels connected with our station. She has often

been away from home two or three weeks at a time, leaving

her three little children in a good neighbor’s care. By her

patient and devoted teaching she has led ten or more women

into the joy of a Christian life.

Miss Wilcox has spent the full quota of time in the study

of the Yeung Kong dialect, and gives promise of being an able

worker within another year. She has already given assistance

in the way of music and helping .with the little children.

My weekly^ programme has been as follows :

—
Wednesday and Saturday.—Visit the day-school and con-

duct open-door prayer meetings.
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Thursday.—Weekly prayer meeting at chapel for women.

Tuesday and Friday.—House visiting,

I have superintended and taught the Sunday-school for

women and children. The average attendance has been eighty-

nine. During the winter we studied the life of Paul, and this

summer have begun on a series of lessons on the women of the

Old Testament.

There are often twenty visitors at Sunday-school, and I

find it interesting to enquire what has led some of them to come.

I generally find that some have been invited in by the Christian

women
;
some have been sent by a Christian husband or

brother; sometimes a family I have visited during the week

is sufficiently interested to come and see what our services are

like
;
and often patients in the hospital have come to love our

meetings and return on Sundays, bringing a party of friends

to hear the preaching and singing.

The Christian women have been exceedingly faithful in

their attendance on the Sabbath day, and have been diligent in

their efforts to bring others to hear the teaching of our Christian

helpers.

A little day-school for girls, organised last March, has

had an enrolment of sixteen, but an average attendance of only

eight. There are a great many difficulties to be met with in

getting girls out to a day-school. Firstly, the Chinese here in

the interior are only beginning to awaken to the fact that there

is anything desirable in giving a girl an education, A further

difficulty is the unwillingness to have little girls walk through

the streets. Also among the middle classes the little girls are

household drudges, commonly seen with the youngest members

of their families strapped to their backs and several others on

the floor, but under their care while the older members of the

families are at work making hats, shoes or clothing. Even

the children are expected to work in their homes making fire-

crackers and incense, by which labor a few cash a day can

be earned,
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On Wednesdays and Saturdays the school session is closed

at one o’clock and a prayer meeting held. By aid of the organ

and the sound of the children’s voices raised in song quite a

roomful of neighbors are drawn in. Already one woman has

become a believer through the influence of our little school.

The patients in the women's ward of the hospital have

not had as much time given them as heretofore, but never-

theless the results have been more promising, probably because

the length of stay of patients has been longer than in previous

years. In addition to the regular chapel services held morn-

ing and evening for the patients, I have endeavored to have a

little individual teaching during each day. Owing to the lack

of trained women helpers this has been difficult. The teacher

of my day-school has often kindly helped me, coming out to

the hospital and teaching for an hour or so after the close of

school. The Bible-womau has also taken her turn during her

short stays in the city. Nearly every woman who has made a

lengthy stay in the hospital has learned to pray and has

expressed her faith in the true God.

Two sisters have especially interested me : one a bedridden

patient, one her caretaker. For many days I had been sitting

by the side of the invalid telling her Bible stories and teaching

her to repeat the Ford's Prayer. The elder sister always sat

beside us busy with her sewing, or running about preparing

meals, seeming to take no interest in our talks. But one

Sunday morning she came to me at the close of Sunday-school

saying: “Mrs. Dobson, won’t you pray for me to-day? I

want to love Jesus too.’’

Oy Lin is a little blind girl rescued from a beggar’s life

some four years ago by Mrs. Marshall and sent to Dr. Niles’

school for the blind in Canton. She has been in Yeung Kong

this summer for her first vacation. Her ability to sing, tell

Bible stories, read and write by the Braille system and to knit,

has been a surprise to both the Christian and heathen friends

who have seen her.
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Altogether there have been fifteen women baptized in the

chapels in and around Yeung Kong and twenty-four in the

whole field. A large class of enquirers await examination and

baptism.

We thank the good Father for the love and peace we have

been able to bring into the hearts of even a few of the suffer-

ing ones.

Report of Rev. C. E. Patton.

EVANGELISTIC WORK.

The present year, perhaps next year also, will show a

pause in the advancement of the evangelistic work of the

station. We have for the past number of years depended

upon a certain class of workers who, though very imperfectly

fitted for teaching and preaching, were able to do considerable

nevertheless. Our desire was to retain this force until the

new class of trained theological students should be available,

then direct these others into avenues of usefulness, for which

they were better fitted. Lack of funds precipitated a crisis.

Previous to April 30th of this year no money whatever was

received from the Board for the support of the theological

class. The Board insisted that we should transfer funds from

other work if needed for the class. April 30th we submitted

to the inevitable and did so, reducing our force by seven

workers in order to carry on the class. Two chapels are

temporarily closed. Coming at a time when the field is ripe

for harvesting this is doubly unfortunate.

The readiness of the people throughout the country to

receive the Gospel is unprecedented. At one point in my last

itineration I examined forty candidates, and confined myself to

such as had studied systematically for at least three mouths.

Had we the funds we could at once open chapels in half a

dozen localities and be welcomed in each. It would require
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little to open the chapel which would speedily grow into a self-

supporting work. That little, however, is not at our disposal.

A Buddhist priest, in whose name alone stands a Buddhist

temple with considerable lands attached, has studied as an

enquirer. He offers the temple and lands to us, reserving

only a living for himself. We cannot accept, merely because

Ave harTe no funds to keep a man in charge of the place as a

school or chapel. The priest has given a deed to $500 worth

of lands to the Shui Tung Church, the annual rental to be

deA’oted to the new chapel fund.

Another Buddhist priest lias become a believer at the

sacrifice of his interest in the temple property. He must

relinquish all, with his life of idleness, return to his home and

Avork for his living-—all for the sake of Christ.

In several localities little groups of believers have sprung

up almost of themselves. They find a vacant room, meet

and study the Scriptures as best they can. One man learned

a little through a travelling colporteur, believed, together with

his wife, banished all idols, held family worship and travelled

sixty miles, a three days’ journey, to be baptized.

The number of those baptized might easily har’e been

doubled had Ave exercised less care in the admission of men

to the church. Candidates Avere required, with almost no

exception, to appear at least twice before the session, with

systematic and regular study in the interim, covering from six

to nine months. We have deemed this caution Avise in view

of the loose practices of the Roman Catholic chapels and others.

We believe the ultimate effect will be a stronger church and

a better Avork.

An extremely radical stand has been persistently main-

tained concerning official cases. We offer to “talk peace”

Avhere\'er possible, but Avhen a case has once reached the

yamen Ave decline absolutely to have anything to do with it.

Several cases have thus been kept from the official hands and

peace brought about by friendly intermediation. We have
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forbidden native workers, upon any pretext whatever, to

address the officials, the only exception being a specific reply

in case the official addresses the chapel for local information.

Notice of this rule has been sent to each yarnln and copies

posted in each chapel.

A considerable step has been taken toward the unification

of field interests. Reports of each itineration are copied and

posted in each chapel
;
a prayer cycle, embracing all Kwang

Tung, is in each Christian household
;
Bible Society Sunday

and Christmas are observed with a uniform programme.

The chapel loan fund also has done much to draw the

different localities together in mutual helpfulness. In all eight

chapels have received assistance to the extent of $1,506.51.

A steady development has been made in internal organiza-

tion and systematization of work. The church session meets

monthly, the elders make a complete visitation of all local

members four times a year, a Sunday service collection has

been begun in places, and a movement for the better observ-

ance of the Sabbath was recently begun in Yeung Kong city.

Sabbath morning each member hangs upon his house or shop

door a sm .11 board bearing the characters, “To-day is the

Sabbath.” It serves as a self-reminder
;
also tends to diminish

interruption from outside sources.

During the year 41 1 candidates were examined. Of these

158 were baptized. The distribution over the field has been

fairly uniform.

The native contributions have shown an increase of $200

over the previous year. The average per member was $2.24.

With the exception of Faa Chau, where seven members gave

$102.67, the highest average was for thirty-four members at

Sian Hei, $4.37; the lowest, .86 at Chek Lung.

$600 worth of literature was sold on the field during the

year, chiefly in the form of tracts, worth a few cash each.

5,000 Scripture calendars with a directory of chapels, schools,

and hospital on the field were sold.
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Yeung Kong City Chapel .—Sabbath church services have

been held in the hospital chapel outside the city. The con-

gregation has so grown that no other place will suffice. At

times this room is overfilled. Funds are being collected slowly

for the erection of a new church building.

The Second Church of Germantown, Pa., has undertaken

to supplement the local effort. Work should soon be begun

on the building. The women now meet with the men for

service. The building formed)' used as a women’s chapel is

now used for a girls’ school.

Two new elders were elected during the year.

A Sabbath-school for women and children has been

held most of the year under the superintendence of Mrs.

Dobson.

During the year the following special services were held :

Thanksgiving Day, when members contributed old and new

clothing, and food, especially rice, in large quantities. These

were distributed among the poor of Blind Men’s Street and the

Leper Village.

Christmas, at which Christians and enquirers from seven

chapels were present for a four days’ session. Two days were

given up to teaching and preparatory services, Saturday to

Christmas, with a rousing consecration service in the evening,

and Sunday to communion service. A tree with gifts for the

children made Saturday’s service complete. Fifteen members

were baptized on the Sabbath.

Graduation of three theological students and formal con-

secration to office of preachers.

Ordination and installation of two new elders. Each of

these was a very impressive service.

Easter service was observed. A students’ Sabbath was

observed September 3rd, at which eleven students received

baptism.

The Yeung Kong city chapel is self-supporting. It should

be noted, however, that in this is not included the salary of
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the native preacher, which for various reasons should be borne

by the Mission until all other forms of self-support have been

attained.

Ping Kong and Fan Cheang Chapels.—These two chapels

have been supplied by theological students. Just as Ping

Kong was repaying its loan secured for the purchase of a new-

building, a wall of mud brick, allowed to stand when altera-

tions were made, collapsed owing to heav}' rains, involving the

members in another financial burden. Each bears all local

expenses, except for part of chapel-keeper’s wages.

Pak Ku an Chapel.—Partially cared for by a student. The

movement seems to have taken good hold here. For years

nothing stirred. Now enquirers of good sort are numerous.

Ngaa Shin Chapel.—The thirty-nine members have within

the year raised $800, which, together with $300 borrowed

from the loan fund, enabled them to erect a substantial

chapel. This is the first chapel to be built on our field, the

others being but remodelled shops. This building is well

adapted to its purpose, having an open street chapel, rooms

for business sessions, etc.; and a large auditorium to the rear
;

quiet and commodious. The local gentry are sympathetic,

and helped considerably. A boys’ school has been opened in

connection with the chapel. Both the Ngaa Shiu chapel and

the boys’ school are locally supported.

Yeung Chan and Kin Lin Chapels.—A rich harvest awaits

the first well-trained earnest man who goes to either of these

two points to live. Twice during the year I took the theol-

ogical class in a good sized boat for a five days’ jaunt to

Yeung Chan. We had lessons and shore preaching en route.

At Yeung Chan we scattered in pairs with the local Christians

over the city, taking the place by storm as it were. Many
tracts were sold. The reception was uniformly good. People

crowded into the little chapel to hear our message. But a

few years since Mr. Marshall was stoned on these streets.

Marvellous is the change. Unfortunately this had to be one
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of the two chapels temporary closed for lack of funds as

explained above.

Chek Lung Chapel.—This is the second chapel temporarily-

closed. Its handful of members hang together and beg us to

send them a man. They are striving to do what they can, but

their ability is limited.

Sian Hei Chapel.—This chapel was reopened during the

year. It had been closed several years ago bj? Mr. Marshall

and its .members compelled to go to Chek Lung for communion.

The local members have raised money to purchase and repair

a building, equipping it entirely themselves. One of the three

theological students who went out this year is located here and

is doing a good work. Sian Hei holds the highest contribution

average for the year, $4.37 per member. It bears all local

expenses, except the chapel-keeper's wages.

Shui Tung Chapel.—Although there are a preacher and

two elders resident here the little congregation does not seem

to thrive as it should. It has not yet recovered from the defec-

tion of ten or twelve members because official aid was refused

in a local law-suit a few years ago. A healthy spirit is slowly

growing up within. The present rented chapel building is a

disgrace. If they do not succeed in raising sufficient funds

with some outside assistance to build a new chapel within

the next six mouths a new shop will have to be rented and

remodelled for use as a chapel. Fire destroyed twenty-two

buildings on the opposite side of the narrow street. The

escape of the chapel was marvellous. This chapel bears all

local expenses.

Mui Luk Chapel.—The membership of the Mui Luk and

Yeung Kong chapel is about the same. The members have

raised a fund which, with aid from the loan fund, enabled

them to purchase the building now in use as a chapel. This

assures them a permanent home. Last year Lei She-nai, the

preacher’s wife, taught a number of the women of the Chris-

tian household, thus giving a start to the work among the
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women. The new preacher, one of the recently graduated

students, has encouraged this movement until it has grown to

some proportions. A sum has been subscribed by the Chris-

tian men sufficient to employ a Bible-woman to teach their

wives and daughters. Mui Luk bears all local expenses.

Faa C/icrn Chapel.—A mere handful
;
the Faa Chau breth-

ren have done nobly. Their chapel, purchased and remodelled

by means of aid from the loan fund, is the cleanest and bright-

est on the field. But seven in number the)7 have averaged

$14.66 apiece this year in their outlay. While talking in the

chapel one day a woman entered and told us she was a Chris-

tian, the wife of a yamen employee, and had formerly lived at

Pak Hoi. An English mission lies to the south of us. She

heard us and felt a kinship. She promised to send her hus-

band to the chapel to study the Gospel. B'aa Chau bears all

local expenses, except part of the cliapel-keeper’s wages.

Ko Chau Chapel.—One of our youngest chapels it promises

soon to outdistance its older sisters. Its growth has been

steady since the day of its opening two years ago. While its

constituency is of the poorer class, it has from the outset been

entirely self-supporting.

Throughout the field one of the most marked features has

been the awakening conscience of the Christian men in regard

to their wives and households. Hitherto, with but few excep-

tions, there have been no women among the members of the

various chapels. Now there are but three chapels with no

baptized women among their members. This is, in some

localities, due to the efficient work of the Bible-woman, Ong-

che, under the direction of Mrs. Dobson In others it seems

to have come through the men themselves.

After suffering much at the hands of chair and baggage

coolies, I resolved to try a pony for itineration. So far the

experiment has been a success and adds a sense of independence

and real pleasure to the work of itineration. A total of 1,320

miles was traversed during the year, 1 18 sermons were preached,
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41 communion services held, 41 1 candidates examined and

158 baptized. In addition 15 infants were baptized, three

funerals and three marriage ceremonies were performed by me
personally.

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

The best thing in our school work this \
_ear has been the

reception of nineteen of our scholars into the church. It was

the ingathering of the first-fruits of our educational work. An
occasional student has hitherto come forward, but this is the

first year in which any number seemed moved to seek baptism.

No stress has been brought to bear upon the students. It is a

natural response to regular living and teaching.

The number enrolled has been less, but we have had as

main’ as we could well care for with our limited force. Per-

haps the work has been better for that reason. The chief

difference in enrollment is in the Chinese-English school

.

Last

year we had a score or so from among the literati, who insisted

upon studying only their own text-books in their old way.

Their influence on the whole was hurtful to the weaker stu-

dents, who could be laughed out of taking Western studies.

Discipline was difficult, and there was ever a bit of friction

between the two elements. This year we enrolled only such

as would take English and Western studies. This eliminated

the undesirable element and gave us complete control, though

the enrollment was but eighteen. As before an ancestral hall

was rented and fitted up for lectures and rooms for students.

A Chinese second degree man teaches the classics. Miss Wilcox

and myself teach English dailju Lei Slin-shaang, of the boys’

school, teaches geography and arithmetic, while Dr. Dobson

gives a monthly lecture on physics and hygiene. Four sons

of the district magistrate are enrolled. The school is finan-

cially self-supporting.

The theological class numbers eight this year. They are

a fine set of young fellows. With me, they meet daily for
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the Biblical studies, Old and New Testament history, homile-

tics, etc. Under two Chinese instructors, they have natural

theology, evidences of Christianity, church history, geography

and Chinese classics. Five neighboring chapels are supplied

by the students in turn, each going out on Saturday after-

noon to return on Monday morning. In addition they care

for morning school prayers, hospital dispensing day, some

street preaching and take part in numerous other meetings.

When itinerating one accompanies me as clerk of the session,

thus gaining a working knowledge of the field.

A weekly catechism class, open to all, has had a good

attendance.

Yeung Kong boys' school has twenty-two enrolled this j
7ear.

Of these nine are Christians. Dei Ling-liin, assisted by Hoang

Slin-lui, are the teachers.

Shui Tung boys' school, with an enrollment of forty, is

doing a good work. The old thatched building, temporarily

occupied by the school, was burned during the year, together

with twenty other buildings. Temporary quarters have been

found in the old chapel near by.

The Shui Tung girls' school and the Ko Chau boys’ school

were not opened as expected this year for lack of funds. The

former teacher of the Ko Chau school is now studying in the

theological class.

Ngaa Shiu Boys’ School.—During the year this school was

newly opened, entirely at local expense. The Christians sub-

scribed sufficient money to employ two teachers : one for the

native classics, the other for teaching Western studies. Twelve

boys are enrolled.
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Report of Dr. Dobson.

MEDICAL WORK.

This is the third 3-ear of hospital work. We thank the

Great Physician that success has continued to attend our

efforts to heal the sick and to preach the Gospel. Nothing

has occurred to mar the amicable relations with the people.

Thousands who, without the attraction of hospital facilities

would probably not have heard the “ blessed sound ” as they

call the Gospel, have come to hear and be healed. There is a

continual coming and going, new faces replacing old ones,

new hearts awakening to the gracious voice of the Master.

Our greatest joy is in the actual fruit which has ripened in

our midst. Heretofore the results of our work were the

gradual giving way of the barriers of superstition and suspicion.

Now we see patients wishing to become Christians while they

are in the wards. Invariably these are chronic cases entailing

long terms in hospital. The}
7 hear a great deal of the Gospel

while here and accept it. For these reasons the increasing

length of sta}
7 in hospital gives great satisfaction. Last year

the average stay was twenty-five days, while this }
7ear it is

fort}
7 days. This increase is a direct indication of confidence.

At present there are three patients who have been here

over two hundred days. Each one has accepted Christ as his

Saviour. One has a chronic ulcer of the leg, and the other a

case of beri-beri. They have been of real assistance in preach-

ing to the other patients. I often hear them discussing

superstitions, idols, eternal life and Bible topics with the other

patients. They often refer disputed questions to me, such as

to whether there is a god of thunder and whether he throws

bolts of lightning at men. These two men hold out for Christ

before them all. Just as this report is written the two have

been received into the church. Undoubtedly without the

hospital these men would not have become Christians. What
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opportunities are opened through their belief in Christ and

through the message which they will take to their friends !

The report of women’s work gives an account of what has

been done in the women’s ward.

During the year a young boy has been employed to teach

unlettered patients to read. Magazines and books are in

the wards for circulation. Tracts and books are on sale at

the gate.

The dispensary is open two days in the week. On other

days, which are operating days, only private patients who pay

a fee are treated. Attendance on the dispensary has increased

by over four hundred more than last year. The wards have

been filled almost continuously, and many patients have been

refused because of lack of room. The lengthened stay has

thus reduced the in-patients eight below the figure of last year.

Prayers, attended bj’ all the patients and employees, are held

mornings and evenings. Once a week a workers’ Bible train-

ing class is led by the foreign physician, who also leads

morning prayers daily, the service on Sabbath evening and

a catechism class twice weekly in the wards. At these latter

meetings, which are informal, enquirers have an opportunity

to discuss the doctrine. I also hold a heart-to-heart Bible talk

every Sabbath afternoon in the wards.

Visits to homes continue to open new fields. Several

women, with peculiar diseases, have departed from the rigid

customs of the locality and have sent for the foreigner. The

fame of one of these cases has spread far and wide.

Thus little by little barriers continue to be broken down.

I have personally undertaken some street preaching. The

little baby organ and sheets of hymns have attracted many

crowds to hear the Gospel direct from the foreigner’s lips.

Since the last report we have received further evidence of

the generosity of the First Church of Jersey City. The

Chinese Sunday-school of that church have presented us with

an operating table of glass and iron, a very useful gift. This
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church has also furnished funds to provide for the hospital

equipment. The new operating room is about ready for use.

A new ward, built through local contribution, has just

been completed. The funds were given by non-Christians

onty. This effort was made to test the non-Christian attitude

toward the hospital. A substantial evidence has been afforded

and the ward is now occupied. Contributions were cheerfully

given, many unasked. No one of those approached refused to

give at least something.

STATISTICS.

Out-patients { Male
(
Female

2,851

2,023

Total 4,874

In-patients j
Male

] Female
155
61

Total 216*

Surgical operations ..

Visits at homes ••• •••

327
125

* Many refused for lack of room.

Report of Miss Vella M. Wilcox.

Though coming to Chiua only last fall, and not yet able

to do any of the work that new missionaries long to be at, the

year has been a very full one. The study of the language

occupies the greater part of the time, my Chinese teacher

coming for five hours each day and an hour or two spent in

studying by myself.

It is very difficult to secure good teachers, their ability

to read characters being the extent of their knowledge of

methods of teaching. The scholar is left to invent ways and

means by which to get out of them what he desires to know.

There being no books in our dialect makes it even more

difficult. We have to use the Cantonese books, changing the
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words and idioms to suit our local speech. When reading

Cantonese books a mixture of Cantonese and Yeung Kong
dialect is usually used, which makes it very difficult for the

women to understand as well as to learn to read. Many of

the characters we call by an entirely different name, while

with others we make only a slight change in the pronuncia-

tion of the word, and with still others the tone only is

different
;
for in Cantonese there are nine tones, while we have

but five.

It was a great joy to me when in the spring I took charge

of the little ones to keep them quiet while their mothers

attended Sunday-school. At first all I could do was to teach

them songs and Bible verses. But just before Easter I was

able to tell them a little of the story of Christ, and on Easter

Sunday the story of the Resurrection, and then each Sunday

thereafter Bible stories. These were carefully prepared before-

hand and gone over with my teacher. It was so encouraging

to be able to do even this little.

Occasionally going with Mrs. Dobson when making calls,

has given me an insight into the home life of the women, and

filled me with a longing to lead them out of the darkness and

dreariness of their homes into a sight of the heavenly home
that each may have.

The summer spent at Macao has been one of great blessing,

meeting there many missionaries filled with the assurance that

China will be won for Christ, and full of enthusiasm for the

Master’s work. Our Bible-woman being with me enabled me

tb keep up my language study. God having given me such

excellent health all the year I did not feel the need of a

rest. The Bible-woman being such a competent teacher made

me wish to improve every minute. It is a marvel to me to

hear her explain the Bible, taking it verse by verse. When
asked who taught her, her reply was, “The Heavenly Father

did,’’ and surely it is the Holy Spirit that has given her this

power.
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Statistics of Churches of the Canton Mission.

Churches. Elders. Deacons.

Added

on

Examination.

Added

by

Certificate. Dismissed. Reserve.

|

Deceased.

Whole
Number.

Adults

Baptized. Infants
Baptized.

Sunday-school Members.

j
Contributions.

Fa Ta Church 2 8 2 1 106 8 3 150 $ 54
Canton 1st 2 4 35 I 403 35 5 241 200

Tong Ha 1 4i 2 326 41 50
San Ning 1 75 342 75 11 1,719
Chik Horn 1 71 175 1 508 7i 5 822

No Foo 2 84 50 343 84 3 125

Wong Pi 1 56 190 56 7 75
Kam U 1 41 154 41 15 90
Chung Lau 2 27 3 115 27 102

Canton 3rd 4 4 259 8 11 573 259 19 468 1,157
Shek Lung 4 2 78 2 I 10 412 78 IO 162 381
Liu Po 2 13 1 289 13 5 10 35
Lung Taam 35
Pun Fa 13 118 13 3
Yeung Mui 1 16 1 266 I6 1 8 57
Tai Leung 2 80 4 9 3 170 80 5 36 1,673
Tai Fan 3 24 1 120 24 5 592
Lien Chau 4 3 52 3 93 228 52 250
Saain Kong 2 2 IO 124 IO 2 170
Lam Mo 1 6 121 6 2

Kang Hau 1 3 I 38
Ka Wo 1 3 31 3
Yeung Kong 4 93 5 7 8 347 93 11 690
Shui Tung 2 65 2 IO 216 65 520
Canton 2nd 5 3 75 4 III 4 350 57 25 430 5,335
San Ui 2 47 2 6 397 40 3 253
Yeung Kiu 2 39 75 114 39 5 190
Yan Ping 1 151 50 201 151 II 605
Tsung Shii 1 99 IOO I 198 99 6 515

Total 54 19 1-564 239 255 21

1

63 6,835 i ,536 169 1,256 #15 660

Medical Statistics.

Hospitals and
Dispensaries.

Out-
patients.

In-
patients.

Surgical
Operations.

Visits in

Homes.

Seen in

Itinera-

tion.

Canton Hospital
David Gregg Hospital
Pierson Dispensary
Ha Fong Tsun

26,894

5,289

L395

1,628

238

i ,353
326 373

Yeung Kong 4,874 216 327 125
Lien Chau, Men’s
Lien Chau, Women’s

5,148

3 ,42 i

202

125

182 170
12

130

Total 47,021 2,409 2,168 680 130
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Summary.

Foreign missionaries, Canton ...

,, ,, Lien Chau

M ,, Yeung Kong
,, ,, on furlough

Number of churches

Communicants
Received on confession ...

Contributions in the field by Chinese

,, by Chinese for education

Number of chapels, Canton Station

,, ,, Lien Chau ,,

„ ,, Yeung Kong,,

Ordained native ministers

Preachers and colporteurs

Bible readers

Teachers, male

,, female ...

Medical assistants, male

,, ,, female

Day-schools for boys

,, ,, girls ...

Boarding-schools for boys

» „ girls

Medical College, women
Theological Seminary ...

Pupils in day-schools, boys

,, .. girls

,, ,, boarding schools for boys

,, ,, ,, ,, girls

Students in Medical College ...

,, ,, Theological Seminary

,, for the ministry

Total number of pupils ...

21

6

6

4
29

6,835

1,564

15,660

1,980

69

6

13

4
82

32

26

36

3

5
18

19

4

3

1

1

393
45i

222

287

27

34

10

1,424
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